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Abstract

As the CMOS process technology advances into deep sub-micron era, the static

leakage power becomes an important design consideration for engineers. Static random

access memory (SRAM) occupies over 50% of total transistor counts in a SoC design,

and therefore it is essential to minimize its stand-by current for low power applications.

This thesis presents a single ended input/output 6T SRAM cell with write-assist (WAcell)

feature in 90nm CMOS technology. Without the bit-lines being constantly pre-charged,

the static power of a WAcell is reduced by 6.3 x using leakage-biased bit-line technique.

The minimized subthreshold currents can be collected to build charge pools and used as a

power source to help charge bit lines. The proposed write-assist SRAM memory has

reduced overall active power by 42% and standby power by 75% compared to the

traditional SRAM memory. A complete memory design using the write-assist SRAM cell

with decoders, write driver and sense amplifiers is also presented in this thesis.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Technology Trend
Rapid development of microfabrication technology has resulted in smaller scale,

and better performance electronic products that revolutionize human life style.

Conventionally, design considerations of system-on-chip (SoC) consist of performance,

active power consumption and chip area. The tradeoffs between these considerations are

commonly discussed in every SoC design. Integrated circuit (IC) engineers traditionally

could rely on newer generation of microfabrication technologies that reduce transistor

size and threshold voltage TIt to achieve better performance and smaller area without

increase in power consumption. However, as the technology advances into deep

submicron scale « 0.25nm), the sources of power consumption have changed. In

advanced CMOS technology, the static leakage power contributes about 50% of the total

power consumption, and has become one of the top design considerations in a SoC

design [I]. The increase in the static power is contributed by subthreshold currents that

grow exponentially with reduced TIt. Worldwide, researchers have been studying different

techniques in microfabrication processing, circuit design, and system architecture to

reduce the static power.

1.2 Motivation
Static random access memory (SRAM) is an essential module used in many VLSI

applications. A large percentage of on-chip transistors are dedicated to SRAM, which has

the properties of repetitive structure and low number of active transistors at any given

time. Since the leakage power and the number of transistors are directly proportional, the

idling SRAM cells contribute a significant amount of on-chip static power. Various

techniques have been used to suppress the leakage power, such as gated-ground, multi

threshold circuits, and dynamic voltage scaling [2]-[5]. Although the overall static power
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is reduced through those techniques, the leakage power is not utilized to further improve

the power consumption.

1.3 Purpose
The objective of this research is to present the write-assist SRAM (WASRAM) [6]

in 90nm CMOS technology. In [6], WASRAM's potential of leakage suppression and

charge recycling was discussed using 130nm CMOS technology. A more advanced

technology such as 90nm CMOS technology will introduce more leakage currents, and

therefore the power saving feature and the leakage recycling of WASRAM need to be

further explored.

WASRAM is structurally different from the conventional SRAM cell, but

previously studied techniques in leakage reduction can still be applied to WASRAM. The

design of WASRAM is to perform the same function as conventional SRAM cell, and at

the same time provide a charge-recycling path that can harness the leakage currents for

further utilization, such as supplying power for a small logic sector on a SoC application.

Therefore this research focuses on characterizing the WASRAM cell and designing a

memory module using WASRAM cells, which adopts various leakage reduction

techniques and utilizes leakage currents to act as a power supply.

In this research project, I am responsible for the characterization of WASRAM

cells and the designs ofother memory circuits. Another graduate student, Benjamin

Wang, is responsible for manual layout of the memory module and post layout

simulations [16].

1.4 Thesis Organization
This thesis describes WASRAM operation and leakage behaviour as well as the

implementation of a WASRAM memory module. Chapter 2 provides the modelling of

leakage currents in 90nm CMOS technology and the basis of the conventional SRAM

operation. Previous studies in leakage reduction are also discussed in this chapter.

Chapter 3 introduces the WASRAM cell, and its memory operations and innovative

characteristics are presented. Chapter 4 determines the merits of different WASRAM

2



cells with respect to performance, power consumption, and stability. WASRAM cells and

conventional SRAM cells are compared as well. Chapter 5 explains the details of the

memory circuitries such as decoder, sense amplifiers, and write drivers. In addition,

charge recycling at the architecture level is presented. Chapter 6 discusses the difference

between the WASRAM and the conventional SRAM memory modules, and the power

figures of these two memory modules are compared. Lastly, Chapter 7 outlines future

improvements and conclude this thesis project.
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Chapter 2 Background

2.1 Subthreshold Leakages
The leakage current, or subthreshold leakage, has become a significant

contribution of the total power consumption in advanced CMOS process technology. The

downscaling of transistor dimensions and the decrease in Vt substantially increases

subthreshold leakage. The equation below models the subthreshold current of a transistor

in the BSIM4 model [7].

(2.1)

where

(2.2)

and

(2.3)

In (2.1), the Vt is the thermal voltage that equals to kT/q, Vo.tr' is the offset voltage that

determines the channel current at Vgs=O, n is the subthreshold swing parameter. In (2.2),

fJ is the carrier mobility, NDEP is the channel doping concentration at depletion edge for

zero body bias, <l>s is the surface potential. Equation (2.3) accounts the effects of body

bias to the threshold voltage, and VTHO is threshold voltage at Vbs=O, and y is the body

bias coefficient.

From (2.1), one can observe that Ids in the subthreshold region is exponentially

dependent on the threshold voltage, and is linearly dependent on the size of transistor

through the 10 coefficient. Because of the exponential relationship, the threshold voltage

has greater impact on the subthreshold leakage than the transistor downsizing. The other

determining factor for leakage is the temperature, which doubles the leakage current for

every 8°_lOOK increase [8].
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2.2 Standard SRAM Cells

Static random access memory cells, or simply SRAM cells have the advantages of

faster access time and do not need the complications of periodically refreshing the

memory cells compared to dynamic random access memory (DRAM). It is generally

used when an application requires fast access time, or low idle power, or both . However

SRAt\t1 is more expensive because it uses six transistors as opposed to DRAM that only

uses a transistor and a capacitor. Therefore, SRAM is usually used in the part of a design

that the timing is critical such as processors caches. As the technology progresses, the

processors have become more powerful and required larger cache memory to achieve

higher performance. It has been estimated that the total SRAM transistor count is about

80% of the total on-chip transistors for 90nm CMOS technology [9].

A conventional SRAM cell (STDcell) has a symmetric structure shown in Figure

1. Complimentary nodes Q and QZ have their own access transistors N3 and N4

connecting to a pair of differential bit lines. During a write operation, the differential bit

lines are driven to complementary data values (1 and 0) or (0 and 1) depending on the

input data value, and one of the internal nodes is discharged to ground while the other

node is pulled up. To perform a read operation, the BL and BLL are precharged to high,

and then the RW line is raised turning on the access transistors. The node storing ' 0' will

discharge the connected bitline, and the sense amplifier will sense a differential voltage to

determine the stored value of a SRAM cell.

Bl

RW

~

Vdd

~p
Vdd

RW

~

Bll

Figure 1 A conventional 6T SRAM cell
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The most commonly adopted SRAM cell is the 6T STDcell described above. Due

to its symmetric structure, the STDcell has the advantages of simple peripheral circuitry,

predictable operation performance and ease of layout. However, as the leakage is

becoming significantly large in deep-submicron process, the standard 6T SRAM cell has

a disadvantage of always leaking maximally whether storing a 'I' or '0 ' as shown in

Figure 2.

BLL=1

Vc:l c:l

RW=O

~ P2 ~
-+-~

Q'lN~
c£BLL=1 BL=1

RW=O

~

Vc:l c:l vee

RW=O !1 .r
~ r~ -I ~'
113

--.a =o aZ=1

BL=1

(a) STDcell stores '0' (b) STOcell stores' l'

Figure 2 STOcell leakage behaviours

Another possible SRAM structure is the asymmetric 5T SRAM cell, which has

the advantage of area reduction and the potential of saving leakage power. The schematic

of a 5T SRAM cell is shown Figure 3, and because it only has one access transistor, the

single-ended input/output (SEIO) bit line is the only data line for accessing the cell. The

SEIO structure presents a design challenge during a write' I' operation (write-l ) as

explained later in Chapter 3.5. In addition, without the differential bit lines, the sole BL

must have a clear boundary between I 's and O's during read operations.

Vdd VdO

RW

l
a

I
BL

Figure 3 A 5T SRAM cell with SEIO bit line structure
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2.3 Techniques to Reduce Power Consumption
SRAM cells are essential in many VLSI applications and occupy about 50% of

the entire chip area [10]. The high capacitive buses and decoder lines throughout the

SRAM blocks contribute to the active power, and the data retention of inactive memory

cells is a significant source of static power in an SRAM. The following sections will

discuss previous research on power-saving techniques in both circuit level and

architecture level.

2.3.1 Dual-Vt SRAM

The dual- V, transistors have been utilized in circuits where the critical paths use

high speed, low- V, transistors while the slower high- V, transistors are used elsewhere. By

properly placing dual- V, transistors inside a circuit, a low power but high performance

circuit can be achieved.

SRAM cells can employ the technique of dual- V, transistors to enhance

performance and leakage reduction [4]. The SRAM cells using solely high-speed

transistors have high performance and high leakage currents. If only high- V, transistors

are used, the performance of SRAM cells is significantly degraded to unacceptable

margin even though the static power dissipation is minimum. Some combinations of

symmetric dual- V, SRAM cells are shown in Figure 4, and the transistors with thicker

body are high- V,. The focus of dual- V, is to combine the advantage of both types of

transistors to achieve a higher performance SRAM cell with minimum increase in static

leakage currents.
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Vdd Vdd Vd d

RW
P J RW RW

~ ~ ~
~

rBL Bl Bl Bl
G 0

Figure 4 Examples of Symmetric dual-F, SRAM cells

An extension of the dual-V; SRAM cell is the asymmetric dual-VI SRAM cell,

which has a strong bias towards cells storing zero [23]. Such strong biased structure is

favourable in computer caches that have been proven to store more zeroes than ones in

both data and instruction sets. Figure 5 shows two asymmetric SRAM cell caches (ACC)

from [23]; one is leakage enhanced (LE) and the other is speed enhanced (SE). The

author has claimed that the LE cell can improve the leakage by 7 x when storing a one,

and almost 70 x when storing a zero comparing to regular VI SRAM cells. The

disadvantage is the loss in performance and stability. The ACC may incur increased

write-time by l6o/lr"'27%, cell access time by 46%~60%, and decrease in stability by 4%

~29% depending on the types of the ACC.

Vdd Vdd Vdd Vdd

Bl

RW

~
RW

~

BlB Bl

RW

~
RW

~

BlB

(a) (b)

Figure 5 Asymmetric dual-V, cells. (a) Leakage Enhanced (b) Speed Enhanced
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2.3.2 Gated-Ground Cache

One of the most effective ways to reduce leakage currents is to employ the

technique of stack transistors. A virtual GND node is established through an insertion of a

NMOS sleep transistor between the real GN 0 and the virtual GN D. The virtual GN 0

expands the voltage difference, Vhs, which increases the VI through the body effects CEq

2.3). Thus the subthreshold current is exponentially decreased (Eq. 2.1). In addition, the

Vgs is also decreased, and the reverse bias of the pn-junction further reduces the

subthreshold leakage.

The design of data retention gated-ground cache (DRG-cache) was proposed in

[IIJ in TSMC 0.251lm technology with VDD=2.5Y, and is shown in Figure 6. With

proper sizing of the gated-GND transistor, the data in memory cells can be retained even

if the gated-GND transistor is turned off. The sum of subthreshold currents from SRAM

cells is equated to the subthreshold current through the gated-GND transistor, and this

voltage divider builds a steady state voltage of OAY on the virtual ground node. By

adopting the gated-GND technique, a 46% of leakage reduction is achieved with 4.6%

increase in read time. However, the gated-GND causes stability to significantly decrease

by 52% due to the higher steady state.

•••

TTTT

G ted -Ground Control

• •
....
Q)

"0
o
o
Q)

C
:;
o

0:::

GIlt)

Figure 6 Data retention gated-ground cache (DRG-Cache)

The gate-GND technique is further improved in [12]. The sleep transistor, or

gated-GND transistor, is incorporated with the biasing transistors, which are

programmable to adjust the voltage level of the virtual GND shown in Figure 7.

Depending on the initial silicon analysis, the voltage level of virtual GN 0 can be fine

9



tuned to compensate for the process variations. During an active cycle, the biasing

transistors along with the sleep transistor can decrease the impact of voltage drop (IR)

over the gated transistors by providing higher discharging capability. The virtual GND can

keep within lOmY of the real GND, and hence the possible performance degradation of

SRAM operations due to IR effects is negligible. During the data retention periods, the

sleep transistor is cut off and the biasing transistors are on to keep the virtual GN 0 at an

intermediate voltage value lower than the VI of NMOS. This allows the memory to

achieve a leakage reduction by 5 X. Although the stability is decreased using the sleep

transistor, the author claims that by using error correction scheme (ECC), the soft-error

rate is negligible. If the data in a memory sector are not further required, the biasing

transistors could also be turned off to further decrease the leakage currents.

SRAM Sector

bias3~

GUO ~
GUO

r-- Sleep #

Figure 7 SRAM sleep transistor with programmable biasing transistors

2.3.3 Leakage-Biased Bitlines

The leakage paths of SRAM cells are shown in Figure 2. To reduce the leakage

currents in the leaking paths, a technique of leakage-biased bitlines is discussed in [13].

The reduction in leakage currents is achieved by deactivating the precharge transistor

when the subarray is not accessed. The leakage currents from the standby cells

automatically build an intermediate voltage on the bitline that minimizes the bitline

leakage current. The leakage energy in an idle register file can save up to 67%. The

disadvantage of this technique is that the additional wake-up time is required to precharge

the bitlines before accessing the subarrays.
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2.3.4 Divided Wordline Architecture

As the size of RAM increases, the wordlines become long and highly capacitive,

which contribute significantly to the dynamic power. By using the divided wordline

technique [14], the wordline length can be decreased, and the voltage swing on shorter

wordlines results in less dynamic power as a result of smaller capacitive load. However,

the wordlines are required to be decoded hierarchically, and each stage of decoding

requires additional decoding time and that results in slower operation cycle. The idea of

divided wordline can be further elaborated as subarray partitioning that is shown in

Figure 8 [15]. The memory is partitioned into arrays, and each partition or subarray is

activated by the subarray select line. The decoding stages consist of predecoding, global

wordline/subarray decoding, and local wordline decoding.
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Bitlines

GlobaI 1,'u'ordline

Global
decode

Subarray#O Subarray#1

J .: J

~M li~,
V

subarray
Selec

Predecocling

Address
f\ Local

\ Vlfn t e
Driver

Data
Lines

Global Sense Amp
and Driver

Read
Data

Write
Data

Figure 8 Divided word line architecture with subarray partitioning

2.4 Conclusion

The leakage current modelling and the basic operations and leakage behaviours of

SRAM's are explained in this chapter. Previous researches on leakage reductions are also

presented. The techniques include multi-threshold transistors, gated power supply,

floating bitlines, and subarray partitioning. However the leakage currents are only

reduced by using these techniques, and are still eventually wasted. This research project

presents a different SRAM cell that can reduce the leakage currents and recycle the

leakage currents for other operational uses.
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Chapter 3 Write-Assist SRAM Cell

3.1 Introduction
As introduced in Chapter 2, the standard 6T SRAM cell is most widely adopted,

but as the technology progresses towards smaller geometry scale, the subthreshold

leakage becomes a serious challenge for SRAM memory. The SEIO 5T SRAM has the

advantage of potential area reduction, but it suffers from the pitfall of leakage and faces

the difficulty of writing a "I" into the cell.

To overcome the leakage problem and achieve the low-power objective, a

derivation of SEIO SRAM cell is presented in this research. The proposed 6T SEIO

SRAM cell with Write-Assist feature overcomes the common setback of write-one design

challenge in SEIO-type SRAM, and can be used to reduce power consumption in circuit

design on the system level.

This chapter will begin with an overview of write-assist SRAM cell (WAcell) and

diagrams of read/write access timings of the cell. Detailed read operation will be

discussed as well as how the NMOS access transistor affects WAcell read effectiveness

and stability. Then write operation is presented, and how the write-assist PMOS transistor

contributes to writing performance is investigated. Lastly, the leakage behaviour of the

WAcell is explained.

3.2 WAce11 Overview
WAcell has six transistors and is structurally similar to the conventional 6T

SRAM cell except one of the NMOS access transistors is replaced by a PMOS transistor.

The WAcell schematic is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9 6T SRAM cell with write-assist

WAcell is a variation of SEra SRAM designs, and the input/output bitline is

connected to the N3 access transistor, which is controlled by a Read/Write (RW) signal.

The write-assist transistor P3 is connected between QZ and floating GND (FGND), and the

gate of P3 is controlled by a Write-Assist (WAZ) signal, which is active low during write

operations.

A typical timing diagram of a read operation for WAcell is shown in Figure 10. A

read operation cycle begins with an address decoding stage that locates the targeted cells

in a SRAM memory. Then it is followed by a precharge stage, during which bitlines of

the targeted cells are charged to VPRE. For simulations in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, VPRE

is VDD. Then the RW high pulse activates the cell , and the value of the node Q is passed

to BL. Finall y the sense amplifier captures the BL value and outputs to the memory bus.
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Figure 10 WAcell Access timing for READ

The access timing of write is illustrated in Figure 11. The write cycle begins with

an address decoding stage, and the data path is driven according to the input data. As RW

is high, the BL writes to Q node. The purpose of WAZ is to assist writing a "1" to a

WAcell storing '0' (WAcell-O), and the details are explained in later sections.

'---- ---Jr--l clock \
-.I Decode \

/ Data \
_________/ CellWrite (RW)\""-- _

WAZ\I......-_----J/
Figure 11 WAcell access timing for WRITE

3-3 Simulation Environment and Definitions
Before discussing WAcell behaviours, the simulation environment is described as

following. This research project uses the 90nm CMOS technology provided by

STMicroelectronics. All simulation results are obtained using BSIM4 MOSEFT model in

90nm CMOS technology except for the low threshold voltage (LVT) model, which uses

BSIM3 model In addition, the temperature in all simulations is set to 110 DC, because

SRAM memory is usually located beside logic-intensive circuit such as microprocessor

that can easily heat up the chip.
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To evaluate a SRAM cell, one can discuss speed performance, power

consumption, and stability. The following sections elaborate each criterion in more

details, and those definitions are used throughout this thesis.

3.3.1 Speed

The speed of a conventional SRAM cell includes two measurements, write speed

and read speed. However, the structure of WAcell presents the asymmetric property

which causes the speed performances of write-1 and write-O to be different. The

asymmetric property also affects read operations, read-1 and read-O, to have different

access time. Therefore, in the case of WAcell, the speed should be measured

independently in these four operations: write-I, write-O, read-1 and read-O.

Write speed is sub-divided into write-1 and write-O, and the measurements only

make sense when writing to a cell that holds the opposite value of input data value.

Therefore, the write time is the time duration required to flip a WAcell. In either case, the

write speed is measured from the time RW is rising to 50% ofVDD to the time that V(Q)

reaches 90% of its targeted value.

The definition of read speed for WAcell is different from STDcell because of the

SEIO structure of WAcell. During a read operation, BL is precharged to VDD, and the

node Q is equal to 1. Therefore nothing is changed during the RW pulse. As a result, the

time measurement of read-1 speed is not meaningful for comparisons in WAcells. On the

other hand, read-O possesses the exact opposite quality such that BL must be completely

discharged during a read operation. This requirement depends on the design of sense

amplifier of SEIO SRAM (details of single-ended sense amplifier is discussed in Chapter

5.3.2). Therefore the access time ofread-O is measured from the time RW is rising to

50% ofVDD to the time BL reaches nearly ground, O.lV.

3.3.2 Power

Power and speed are always a trade-off when designing an IC. If speed is high,

power consumption is high as well, and vice versa. In deep submicron technology,
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standby current also becomes a significant source of power consumption, and therefore,

static leakage must also be considered.

3.3.2.1 Active Power

Active power is the power consumption when a WAcell undergoes one of four

operations. The active power is required to be measured and used to seek a balance point

between power and speed. The active power of read-l is omitted, because it consumes

very limited power due to the high voltage value at both BL and node Q.

3.3.2.2 Static Leakage

Static leakage contributes a significant amount of power in SRAM memory. At

any given time, a SRAM memory can be either enabled or idle. If the memory is idle,

every cell inside the memory is leaking and consuming power. Even if the memory is

enabled, only one word ofcells is active, and the rest of the memory is still in the static

mode and contributes to the static power. Therefore it is important to reduce the leakage

current of each cell to achieve low power dissipation for idle memory. Due to the

asymmetric property of the WAcell, the leakage currents for both WAcell-l and WAcell

oare measured.

3.3.3 Stability

3.3.3.1 Static Noise Margin

The robustness of a cell is how much noise a cell can tolerate before flipping the

state of the cell unexpectedly. A widely used measure is static noise margin (SNM) that

characterizes the stability of the cross-coupled inverters inside a cell [17].
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Figure 12 Cross-coupled inverters with DC noise Vn

During the standby mode, transistor N3 and P3 are off, and hence the cross

coupled inverters inside a memory cell creates a positive feedback loop as shown in

Figure 12. Unless a noise disturbance that exceeds the noise margin , which is defined as

the minimum amount of noise to flip the cell value, the memory cell retains its value

statically. A SNM graph is shown in Figure 13, and SNM can be found by inscribing the

largest square between the two DC characteristics curves of the cross-coupled inverters,

and the side length of the square is the SNM. The cross-coupled inverters have two

storage nodes, and therefore there are two squares in a SNM graph. Since the inverters

are not necessary to be the same , the minimum of the two SNM squares is the final SNM

of a memory cell.
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Figure 13 Graphical characterization of SNM for cross-coupled inverters
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An extended application ofSNM is read noise margin (RNM) [18], which is the

noise margin when a cell is under a read operation. The access transistor N3 is on and the

write-assist transistor P3 is off during a read. If reading from a WAcell-l , the precharged

BL and the node Q are both at a high voltage. Therefore, the right part of RNM (high Q) is

the same as SNM. However, the noise margin is greatly decreased when reading a zero.

The '0' node Q rises to a higher voltage due to the voltage dividing effect across the

access transistor N3 and the drive transistor N2. A typical RNM graph of SEIO WAcell is

shown in Figure 14. The RNM R has much larger noise margin as node QZ is unaffected

by the precharged BL.

Sample SEIO RNM
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:;::>'
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~ 0.4
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SNM
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R

= 0.34
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V(Q} [Volt]
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Figure 14 Read noise margin graph for SEIO-type SRAM cells

SNM and RNM are constructed by combining voltage transfer characteristic

(VTC) curves, and the shape of a VTC curve depends on the relative sizes of the

transistors. Therefore the transistor sizes inside memory cell must be carefully selected to

achieve high SNM and RNM.

3.3.3.2 ITRIP/lREAD

In addition to SNM and RNM , stability of a cell can also be measured by

!TRIP/IREAD [4]. With minor adjustments to suit the proposed SETO type cell , l-rRIP/IREAD is

only significant during a read zero operation. The definition of lrRIP is the amount of
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current through the drive transistor N2 when the value of storage node Q flips from '0' to

'1'. Figure 15 is the set-up circuit for finding !TRIP using HSPICE DC sweep analysis.

IREAD is the maximum C1UTent passing through the access transistor N3 during a read zero

operation. The !TRIP/IREAD ratio is a stability measure to ensure the current sinking ability

ofN2 is greater than the read current passing through N3. lfITR1P/iREAD is below 1, the

cell is unstable. On the other hand, if the ratio is large, the cell is more stable during a

read operation.

Vdd

Vdd Vdd

FGND

Figure 15 Set-up circuit for determining hRIP

3-3-4 Write Effectiveness - IWRITE/ITRIP

The IWRITE/hRIP is a measure of how effectively a write-I operation can be

accomplished, or simply write effectiveness. The write-O operation is not the limiting

factor for SEIO SRAM cells. The definition of !TRrp is the same as defined in Chapter

3.3.3.2. The set-up circuit for ITR1P is the same as Figure 15, but with a conducting write

assist transistor P3. The write-assist transistor P3 weakens the N2 transistor and decreases

lrRJP (will be discussed in Chapter 3.5.1). IWRITE is defined as the maximum current

passing the access transistor N3 during a write' 1' operation. If the ratio is high, it means

a write' l' operation is more effective.
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3.4 READ Operation

For WASRAM, BL is precharged to a high voltage value (VPRE) in a read

operation (details of precharge voltage are described in Chapter 5.3.1). Depending on the

cell storage value, the access transistor can be providing a discharging or charging path.

To read a '1 ' (read-1), V(Q) is held up by the load transistor P2. As RW rises, V(Q) is

charging BL through the access transistor N3. Although P2 is a minimum size transistor,

its responsibility is to hold BL at VPRE and let the sense amplifier detect the cell storage

value.

For read-O, BL must reach a low voltage value near ground, which is required by

the sense amplifier. Since BL starts with VPRE, the access transistor N3 and the drive

transistor N2 establish a discharge path from BL to ground. Since the conductance of a

conducting transistor is proportional to transistor ratio ~ defined as W / L , a higher ~N3

represents smaller resistance on the discharging path, and hence a faster read access time

as shown in Figure 16. Sizes and threshold voltages of the transistors in a WASRAM cell

for this simulation is described as following:

Normal ized Read Time vs N3 Beta

1.2 1.4 1.6

Beta (W/L) N3
1.8 2

Figure 16 read-O: Read time comparison with different PN3
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A SRAM cell is most vulnerable to noise during a read operation. For a WAcell,

only one single BL is connected to a cell, and therefore, read-l is quite tolerable to noise

as both node Q and BL are held at a high voltage value. In a read-O operation, the voltage

difference between node Q and BL generates an injecting current into node Q and may

temporarily pull up node Q voltage, VREAD. Although higher ~N3 produces faster read

access time, VREAD would also be higher as well as the IREAD. If IREAD is larger than ITR IP,

which is defined as the minimum current to flip the state of a cell, a cell is going to

undesirably change its state during a read operation. The stability of a cell can be

observed as hRlp/IREAD and VTRIP/V READ. The higher of the ratios means higher stability

of a cel!. As shown in Figure 17, stability of a cell decreases as ~N3 becomes larger

assuming the configuration of the simulated WAcell is

The FF corner case has the worst stability during a read-O operation, because the access

transistor allows higher current passing through, and a cell becomes more likely to flip.

Stabil ity vs N3 Beta
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............ Itrip/lread (88)

............ Itrip/lread (FF)
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Beta (W/L) N3
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Figure 17 Stability of a WA-SRAM cell with different PNJ

Another measure of stability is RNM as discussed in Chapter 3.3.3. 1. Figure 18

shows a RNM graph of a WAcel!. A higher ~N3 has smaller noise margin and is more

vulnerable to noises. The simulation uses VPRE=VDD, in such condition the noise margin
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represents the worst case. Ifa condition VPRE=0.7V is simulated. the RNM is 0.135 for

~N3= 1 .
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Figure 18 Read noise margin for two different ~N3' (FF)

3.5 WRITE Operation

As described in Section 2.2, the write operation for a STDcell is achieved through

the differential bitlines that drive complementary data values into the internal nodes in a

cel!. WAcell is a type of SEIO SRAM and has only one bitline connecting to node Q

through the access transistor N3. Hence, write-l and write-O possess different circuit

characteristics and are explained in the following.

When a write-O operation is executed on a WAcell-l , BL is driven to ground.

After RWis raised, the internal node Q is going to be pulled down through N3. Although

V(QZ) is low and that would pull up node Q to resist the state of cell to be inverted, the

strength of NMOS transistor N3 can overpower PMOS transistor P2, and switch the cell

state to zero. The write-O operation does not pose any difficulties for WAcel!.

For a 5T-SEIO SRAM cell shown in Figure 3, write-l operation presents a design

challenge. When a write-I operation is initiated, BL is driven to the power rail trying to

invert a cell storing ' 0' . As N3 access transistor is turned on by RW, the charges on BL

start to pull up the node Q. However, the N2 transistor is pulling down V(Q) because of
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high V(QZ). As a result, the voltage level on Q can only be built up slowly and reach an

equilibrium voltage that is obtained from the voltage divider between N2 and N3. The

write-l operation can be completed if the equilibrium voltage is higher than the trip point

of the cell within a RW pulse.

To resolve this design challenge, a PMOS transistor P3 is added to form a WAcell

as shown in Figure 9. The WAZ signal is used to control the on and off time ofP3

transistor, and is switched to low after RW rises during a write operation as shown in

Figure 11. With the help ofP3 transistor, V(QZ) can be pulled down by ~v because of

the grounded FGND. The lower V(QZ) weakens the pull-down strength ofN2 transistor,

which increase the equilibrium voltage. As a result, N3 can drive node Q over the trip

point and complete the write-l operation easily.

3.5.1 Write-Assist Transistor

In this section, impacts of the write-assist transistor during a write operation are

discussed. Different sizes of P3 are used to simulate under different writing operations.

The following transistor-size ratios of the other five transistors are going to be used for

simulations in this section:

~Pl_HVT = 1, ~Nl_HVT = 1, ~P2_HVT = 1.67, ~N2_HVT = 1.67, ~N3_HVT = 1.67

The strength ofN2 transistor is adjustable by the voltage level ofQZ. IfV(QZ) is

lower, the strength of N2 decreases, and vice versa. The voltage level of QZ is determined

by the strength ofP3 transistor relative to the strength ofPI transistor. Figure 19 shows

the relationship ofV(QZ) with different ~P3_LVT, which is defined as W / L ofa LVT P3

transistor. The simulated WAcell has ~Pl_HVT = 1. A higher ~P3 lowers V(QZ), and the FF

comer case also generates lower V(QZ) with the same ~P3'
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Figure 19 Voltage of QZ during a write operation under various Pr3

Although lower V(QZ) means easier write-l operation, it is not appropriate to

choose a PP3 value any higher than necessary. During either write-lor write-O operation,

the WAZ signal is going to be low within the RW rising pulse. In the case of write-O to a

WAcell-O, if PP3 is high , the voltage drop on QZ increases durin g the WAZ low-pulse, and

the QZ is charged back to V DD after the WAZ low-pulse. The increased voltage swing

causes unnecessary power loss . The blue curve on Figure 20 shows that the power

consumption of write-O operation to a WAcell-O with different PP3 values. For write-O to

a WAcell-l , the BL first drain s out the charges on Q and make V (Q)=1. Then PI starts to

charge up QZ from ground. However, the write-assist transistor P3 is also turned on by

WAZ, and an active current path is formed. If a high PP3 is chosen, the resistance of P3

decreases. Hence more active current passes through PI and P3, and results an increase in

power as shown by the red curve in Figure 20.
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Figure 20 write-O: Normalized powers with different PP3

For write-1 cases, the write-assist transistor plays an important role to ease the

difficulty of overpowering the N2 pull-down strength. When writing a '1 ' to a WAcell-1 ,

the QZ node is already '0', and therefore the size of P3 affects neither the power nor

performance. The existence of P3 is to aid the write-l operation to WAcell o. With higher

PP3, V(QZ) drops to a lower voltage, and the impact on weakening transistor N2 escalates.

This leads to faster switching time and small er active power for write-I operation as

shown in Figure 21.

The current draining ability diminishes with decreased gate voltage ofN2, and

that leads to a smaller trip current for write -I. Figure 22 illustrates the decrease in hRIP

with larger ~P3 in both FF and SS corner cases. The required trip current drops quite fast

with FF case, becau se a write-assist transistor P3 with ~P3=2.16 pull s down V(QZ) to

0.56V as shown in Figure 19. With such low gate voltage, N2 is barely conducting any

current even in FF case, and hence the access transistor N3 can easily flip the cell.

Without P3, the normalized ITRIP is at 17.1, which requires a very wide N3 transistor and

is not practical in SRAM design. The intersection point between FF and SS curves

suggests that it is an optimum ~P3 for generating equal ITRIP that is invariant to process

variations.
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Figure 21 write-1 to WAcell-O: Normalized power and switching time
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Figure 22 hRIP decreases with larger ~P3

3.5.2 Access Transistor

In a SEIO SRAM cell, the access transistor N3 is solely responsible for injecting

currents into node Q during write-I , and discharging charges on node Q during write-G.

For a WAcell-l, node Q is held at VDD by the P2 transistor. Since PMOS transistor is

about twice weaker than NMOS transistor for the same transistor dimension, the access

transistor N3 can easily fight off the pull-up strength by P2 when writing a zero, and
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bring node Q lower than the trip-zero point to allow the regenerative inverter pair to flip

state.

In a WAcell-O, the drive transistor N2 is holding node Q grounded. During a

write- I, the access transistor N3 is on, and a race condition happens between N2 and N3

such that N2 is trying to hold node Q zero, and N3 is injecting current into node Q to flip

the cell. Although the write-assist transistor P3 weakens N2 to make the job ofN3 easier,

the write effectiveness is also determined by the size ratio between N3 and N2. In the

following simulation,

are assumed. In addition, P3 is a LVT transistor, and the rest are HVT. The write

effectiveness of write-l operation is shown in Figure 23, where IMAX is the maximum

current passing through N3. If the ratio of IMAX to hRIP is larger, it is easier to write-l and

the switch time is reduced.
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Figure 23 write-1 effectiveness by showing IMAXIITRIP with different ~N3

3.6 Idle State

A WAcell is composed of six transistors, and depending on the storage value, the

leakage current through each transistor is different. Assume in the idle state, BL is

precharged to VDD, FGND is grounded, and the control signals RW and WAZ are off(RW is
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low and WA Z is high). For a WAcell-I, transistor PI and N2 are leaking as shown in

Figure 24(A), where the red arrow indicates the leakage current. For a WAcell-O,

transistor N 1, P2, N3 and N3 are leaking as shown in Figure 24(B).

FGND=O

vcd

Rr !~

BL=1FGND=O~
P3

QZ=O

Y 111

Gt 0

Vdd

RW"O

~
Q=1 +----1--;

L

~£
(A) W Acell stores 1 (B) WAcell stores 0

Figure 24 Leakage current in WAcell in static mode

There are n cells connecting to a BL, and assuming 50%-50% distribution of O's

and 1's, a pair of memory cell leakage circuit, N-leakers, is illustrated in Figure 25(a).

The Nl-leaker and NO-leaker transistors represent the access transistor N3 's for a cell

storing 1 or 0 respectively. Similarly for P-leakers as shown in Figure 25(b), the write

assist transistor P3' s on a FGN 0 line can be modelled as the leaking pair. If a different

percentage of 1's and O's distribution is chosen, the proportion of number ofNl-leakers

and NO-leakers can be adjusted. For example, three Nl-leakers and one NO-leaker mean

75% of 1'so

V dd (0=1)
Wrl ~ (OHI

P Nt-leaker ~ P1·leaker

GND
Vp (FGND)Vn (BL)

Vdd

P NO·leaker ~ PO·leaker

GilD

oso (0=0) GND (Qz=O)

(a) (b)

Figure 25 (a) NMOS leaking pair (b) PMOS leaking pair
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During the idle state, the IDS leakage current is determined by the voltage

difference between drain and source. If the BL and FGN D are both clamped to V DD, NO

and PO are leaking maximally, but Nl and PI are leaking minimally. If BL and FGN Dare

grounded, Nl and PI are leaking maximally. The IDS of each leaker versus different

Vp/VN voltage is shown in Figure 26 (assuming TT process comer, SVT NMOS with

~N3= 1.67, SVT PMOS ~P3=1.67). If the BL and FGN 0 are designed to be self-biased as

discussed in Chapter 2.3.3 during the idle state, the standby VN is 0.071 V and V p is

0.931 V. From observations, the curves ofP-leakers are mirrored curves ofN-leakers, but

N-Ieakers have higher leakages. Equation 2.1 can explain the mirrored curves simply use

different Vth and Vgs, and the sign changes on the exponential terms cause the mirrored

curves.
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Figure 26 Subthreshold current IDS for N-Ieakers and P-Ieakers

Table 1 shows the leakage currents through N-Ieakers and P-leakers with bitlines

clamped to VDD and GND as well as the leakage currents using the technique of leakage

self-biased bitlines. The leakage self-biased bitlines have shown an improvement of

3.18 x Under further investigation, the leakage current saving is actually more than it

appears, because without constantly precharging the bitlines, the current through N 1

leaker is eventually the same as the current though NO-leaker. So the same leakage
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current should not be counted twice. Therefore the improvement of leakage reduction is

actually 6.36 x .

Table 1 Leakage currents through leaker pairs under various bitline set up

Clamped Self-Biased

BL - VN VDD GND VDD 0.071 V
FGND - Vp VDD GND GND 0.932V

Nl-leaker 0 17.4 0 2.7

NO-Ieaker 17.4 0 17.4 2.7

Pl-leaker 0 7.4 7.4 1.2

PO-Ieaker 7.4 0 0 1.2

Total 24.8 24.8 24.8 7.8
Currents [nA]
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Chapter 4 Optimal W"Acell and
Comparisons with STDcel1

4.1 Introduction
WAcell operations were discussed in the previous chapter especially the

influences caused by the access and write-assist transistors. This chapter presents several

WAcells with different configurations of transistor sizes and threshold voltages. The

variations in transistor dimensions and threshold voltages of a WAcell can affect the cell

performance, stability and power consumption. Each of the presented WAcells has

preference towards a particular characteristic in a memory cell design, and they are

compared with the STDcell when appropriate cell evaluations can be assessed.

4.2 Basic WAcells
A brief summary ofhow the ~ ratios of transistors affect the operations of WAcell

is provided in Table 2. The relationship between each transistor should be understood to

design a well-rounded memory cell.

Table 2 Summary of the effects of p's on WAcell operations

Condition Advantage Disadvantage

High ~N3 Faster read-O and write-O Lower stability

High ~N3/~N2 Faster write-l Lower stability

High ~P3/~Pl, High ~P2 Faster write-l Wasted power during write-O

High ~ (generally) Faster transistor performance More static leakage

The optimal transistor size and threshold voltage should be determined for each

transistor in a WAcell. In the 90nm CMOS technology, a transistor could use one of the

LVT, SVT or HVT models. The width of each transistor could be varied from O.12Jlm to

O.22Jlm before increasing the height of a memory cell defined by the design rules. The
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length of a transistor could be varied between 0.1Oum to 0.121lm before significantly

degrading transistor performance, Without considering the practical issues, the number of

possible combinations to construct a WAcell exceeds 530 billions.

Table 2 can serve as a general guideline for selecting appropriate strength for each

transistor in order to find practical WAcells. The strength, or current-driving ability can

be determined by the ~ value and transistor threshold voltages. When designing a

memory cell, the leakage of the cross-coupled inverter should be minimized, because

during the inactive period, a cell is constantly leaking with a stored value. Therefore, the

cross-couple inverters should use HVT transistor model whenever possible. The effects

of the access transistor N3 and the write-assist transistor P3 were broadly illustrated in

Chapter 3.4 and 3.5. The strength ofP3 transistor has a positive impact on speed and

power consumption of write-1 (Figure 21), but it increases the power consumption for

write-O (Figure 20). After performing many simulations, the access transistor P3 is best to

be LVT to efficiently weaken the N2 transistor to achieve satisfactory write-1 operations

without significantly increasing write-O power. Due to the SEra structure, the only access

transistor N3 has impacts on almost every memory operation and cell stability.

Table 3 List of Experimenting WAcells

Set# Name NI N2 N3 PI P2 P3

BAL (Balanced) VT Model HVT HVT HVT HVT HVT LVT
WIL 0.12/0.10 0.20/0.10 0.20/0.10 0.12/0.10 0.20/0.10 0.20/0.10

2 FWI (Favor write-I) HVT HVT SVT HVT SVT LVT
0.12/0.10 0.20/0.10 0.20/0.10 0.12/0.11 0.20/0.10 0.22/0.10

3 FRO (Favor read-O) HVT SVT SVT HVT HVT LVT
0.12/0.10 0.20/0.10 0.20/0.10 0.12/0.11 0.20/0.10 0.20/0.10

4 FRNM (Favor RNM) HVT SVT HVT HVT HVT LVT
0.12/0.11 0.20/0.10 0.16/0.10 0.12/0.10 0.20/0.10 0.22/0.10

5 FWO (Favor write-O) HVT HVT SVT HVT HVT LVT
0.12/0.10 0.20/0.10 0.20/0.10 0.12/0.10 0.12/0.10 0.22/0.10

6 FLL (Low leakage) HVT HVT HVT HVT HVT LVT
0.12/0.11 0.16/0.10 0.16/0.10 0.12/0.11 0.16/0.10 0.20/0.10

Table 3 lists six WAcells with different configurations of transistor's strength.

Each of WAcells favours different aspects of memory cell properties suggested by the

names of WAcells. The experimenting WAcells are merely a subset ofpossible
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combinations, and the purpose is to illustrate the cell performance depending on the

relative transistors ' strengths inside a WAcell,

4-3 Memory Operation Comparison

This section will investigate the six experimenting WAcells under various

memory operations. Figure 27 shows the test circuit for evaluating a WAcel\. The

pre c h a r g e and wri t e _l signals control the voltage level on BL through the Pprech

and Ndrive transistors, which are responsible for precharge/drive and pull-down

respectively.

ell Uner Test

Figure 27 The set-up schematic for testing WAcell operations

Each WAcell undergoes a series of memory operations to measure its power

consumption and speed performance. The WAcells start with the internal node Q as ' 1',

and the operation sequence is read-l , write-O, read-O and write-l . The signal waveforms

of BAL WAcell are shown in Figure 28. The RWand WAZ signals are simulated from

other part of memory circuitry (discussed in Chapter 5), and are used as the stimuli for

this memory operation performance test.
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Figure 28 Signal waveforms of HAL WAcell [Q, BL, RW, WAZ]

Although four types of memory operations are executed in this simulation, the

read-I speed performance does not differ between the experimenting WAcells because of

the SEIO structure. The SEIO cell maintains the bus at VOO (assume this is the VPRE in

this simulation) during a read-L Therefore only read-O, write-O and write-I speed

performances are compared among the WAcells, and the results are shown in Figure 29.

The active powers of write operations are shown in Figure 30, and it excludes the read-O

power, because during a read-O, a WAcell simply provides a discharging path for the BL

and does not include any signal switching activities.

The cell preference is decided by the strength of the active path during a memory

operation. For example, FW I WAcell has a stronger access transistor N3 for injecting

higher current, a stronger P2 for pulling up faster, and a stronger P3 for weakening N2's

pull-down strength. The combined effects of these transistors produce a fast write-I

WAce11. However, the faster performance is not achieved for free. FWI WAcell uses

faster transistors, and as a result , the active power consumption increases. Although not

shown in this section, the leakage current also increases due to lower transistor threshold

voltages and wider transistor width.
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Figure 30 Write power for six WAcclls

Since the performances of memory operations are determined by the ce ll itself

and other memory circuitries, it is inappropriate to compare the WAce ll's cell- level

performance against the STDcel1. The STDcell adopts different memory architecture and

circuitries, such as longer global bitlines and sense amplifiers, and this leads to different

cell operation behaviours. For instance, STDcell uses differential sense amplifier, and

therefore only a small voltage difference has to be presented on the pair of differential

bitJines. In contrast, WAcell has to discharge the bus to near OV during a read-O to ensure

the SEIO sense amplifier will clearly distinguish between zeros and ones. This causes
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STDceli to have the advantage in read-O but disadvantage in read- l , during which the

WAcell does not have to do anything.

From Figure 29, write-1 is the slowest memory operation among most of the

WAcelis and is the design challenge for the SEIO-type memory cell. The write

effectiveness for each WAcell is shown in Figure 31. The FW1 has the highest write

effectiveness as expected because of high injecting current through the low- VI N3 and

low trip current due to stronger P3. The FRNM has lowest write effectiveness and

slowest write-1 time, because the access transistor is weak compared to the drive

transistor N2, and that makes the node Q is harder to pull up.

Write Effectiveness
10 .----.------.-------r-----,.----.-------.------,

8

2

o
BAl FW1 FRO FRNM FWD Fll

Figure 31 Write effectiveness for six WAcclls

4-4 Stability
The two measures for stability are noise margin and ITRIPIIREAD. The RNM and

SNM of the experimenting WAcells and a comparing STDceli are shown in Figure 32.

The STDceli used in this simulation is referenced from [19] published by

STMicroelectronics, and the transistor sizing and threshold voltage models are described

in Table 4. The SNM for WAcelis are roughly the same at O.34V, but the STDceli SNM

appears to be lower at O.27V. The explanation is that the drive transistors N2/N4 in the

STDceli are using SVT model, which is much stronger than the load transistors P l/P2

using HVT model. The imbalance of load and drive transistors leads to the voltage

transfer characteristics favouring logic-O transition, and as a result, the SNM is smaller.
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Figure 32 RNM and SNM for six WAcells and STDcell

Table 4 STDcell transistors property summary

Set# Name NI N2 N3 N4 PI P2

7 ST D (STDc clJ) v; Model SVT SVT SVT SVT HVT HVT

W/L 0.12/0 .10 0.19/0 .10 0.14/0.10 0.14/0 .10 0.12/0 .11 0.12/0.11

The FRNM WAcell has the best RNM at 0.143V compared to the BAL that has

the RNM at 0.113V. The improvement of RNM is obtained through a higher relative

strength between the drive transistor N2 and the access transistor N3. The relative

strength must consider the threshold voltages and the ~ ratios of the two transistors.

Although the high RNM gives a cell with high stability during a read process, it also

implies that the cell is more resi stant to change and lengthens the write operations as

discussed in the previous section. The STDcell has a low Rl\TM at 0.067V because of the

imbalance of the NIIN2 and Pl/P2 pairs.

The graphical characterizations of RNM of BAL and STDcell are shown in Figure

33. Because o1'S£IO structure, the node QZ ofBAL is resistant to noise during a read

operation as shown by the large area on the right, inscribed by BAL voltage transfer

characteristic curves. The left RNM experiences smaller tolerance to noise voltage due to

the conducting N3 transistor. However, the STDcell has two access transistors N31N4; so

both RNMR and RNML are small. In addition, the STDcell has smaller inscribed square

due to its transistors selections.
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Figure 33 Graphical characterizations of RNM for BAL WAcell and STDcell

The hRIP/IREADis also a stability measure, and therefore FRNM has the highest

hRIP/IREAD as expected. The strong N2 needs a large ITR IP to flip the ceJI storage value,

but the smaJIer and weak N3 has a rather small l READ. As a result, hRIP/IREAD of the

FRNM presents a high stability. In contrast, FWI and FWO both have low hRIP/IREAD

values due to its powerful access transistor N3 that allows higher IREAD. The STDcell has

an average ITRIP/IREAD, because the N3 transistor has a narrow transistor width than the

N2 transistor.

Itrip/lread
2,--.-----,-----,-----r----,--,------,

0.5
BAL FW1 FRO FRNM FWO FLL STO

Figure 34 hRlpllREAo for six WAcells and one STDcell
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4.5 Cell Leakage
The WAcell leakage behaviours under clamped and self-biased bitlines

configurations were discussed in Chapter 3.6. A WAcell has the least leakage when it

stores a '1'. For STDcell, a cell storing' I' or '0' presents the same leakage behaviour

due to its symmetrical structure. Table 5 describes the leakage current through the leaking

transistor for STDcell storing '0' and '1' with BL and BLL are clamped to VDD.

Additional leakage information is provided for a STDcell using HVT model for its

internal cross-coupled inverter. To fairly compare WAcell and STDcell, the technique of

self-biased leakage bitlines is not used for WAcell, and BL and FGN 0 are clamped to

VDD and GND respectively. The average normalized leakage current for a STDcell is

9.59, and the total leakage current decreases to 5.85 ifHVT Nl/N2 are used. The

normalized leakage currents of a BAL WAcell are shown in Table 6. If a BAL is storing

a '0', the total leakage current is 5 x more than a BAL storing' 1'. The average leakage

current, assuming 50%-50% distribution of l's and O's, is 3.52, which is 36% of a normal

STDcell, or 60% of a HVT STDcell.

Table 5 Normalized STDcellleakage currents

Q Nl N2 N3 N4 PI P2 Total

(SVT) (SVT) (SVT) (SVT) (HVT) (HVT)

0 4.72 0 4.77 0 0 0.10 9.59

1 0 4.72 0 4.77 0.10 0 9.59

(HVT) (HVT)

0 0.98 0 4.77 0 0 O.lO 5.85

Table 6 Normalized HAL WAcellieakage currents

Q Nl N2 N3 PI P2 P3 Total

(HVT) (HVT) (HVT) (HVT) (HVT) (LVT)

0 0.89 0 0.99 0 0.37 3.62 5.87

1 0 1 0 0.17 0 0 1.17

Figure 35 illustrates the sum ofleakage currents for WAcells and STDcell storing

'1' and '0'. The FLL has the least total leakage, because it is constructed using smaller

transistors and sacrifices its memory operation time. Although the FWI has highest
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leakage current when storing a ' 0', it has the best read/write speed performance. The

WAcells generally present a smaller leakage current compared to STDcell especially for

cells storing a ' 1' .

Sum of Leakage Current
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Figure 35 Cell leakage for memory cells storing' l' and '0'

Since WAcells have much better leakage saving characteristic when it is stored a

, 1" memory applications can use this advantage to achieve low leakage power. Computer

caches, as one example, are known to have more O's than 1's [20]. Therefore, the polarity

of data can be changed on the bit lines to favor storing I ' s inside the memory cells.

Assuming a computer cache has 70% of O's, if a WAcell-structured memory with

inverted polarity is adopted, the static cell leakage can decrease by 73% than a memory

using STDcelis. More leakage reduction can be achieved if using the floating bit line

techniques introduced in Chapter 3.6.

4.6 Conclusion

Different WAcells were presented in this chapter along with comparisons against

STDcelis when comparisons are valid . The WAcells can be constructed by transistors

with different strengths to speed up the active path and favour a particular memory

operation. However the cell design process is consisted of tradeoffs between the

performance and power. For example, the FW 1 cell has the best speed performance, but

the worst leakage power and stability.
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The WAcell has better stability and less leakage currents compared to STDcell.

Due to the sma structure, the WAcell only exposes to noise danger during a read-O, but

STDcell has to encounter the same noise disturbance in both read-O and read-I. The

average leakage in WAcells is less than 40% of STDcellleakage. The difference will

magnify if the float bit line techniques are used in WAcell structure. In the following

chapters, the BAL WAcell will be used as it has balanced memory operation behaviours

and is not skewed in favouring any memory cell characteristics.
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Chapter 5 Self-timed Write-Assist
Memory Circuit

5.1 Overview of Memory Circuit

To demonstrate the practicability of WAcell, a l024-word memory with

synchronous interface is designed. The size of memory is suitable for on-chip integration

with an embedded microprocessor. The memory contai ns four blocks of 256-word

memory, and each block has two subblocks of I28-word in each block, and each word

has 16 bits of data .

BLOCK 1

I 128·word Sub-block #1

I 128-word Sub-block #2

BLOCK 2

I 128-word Sub -block #1

I 128-word Sub -block #2 I

U

01
o

...J

o
;;
l:
o
U

Control Signal ,
Addre s Bus,
Write Data Bu ,
Read Data Bu

o
o
:J..,o
r
o
lQ
0 '

BLOCKJ

128-word Sub-block #1 I

I 128-word Sub-block #2 I
BLOCK 4

128-word Sub -block #1 I
I 128-word Sub-block #2 I

Figure 36 l024-word memory divided into 4 blocks

In each subblock, 128 words are partitioned into eight banks. A global bit line (GB)

runs through a whole subblock, while every 16 cells share one local bit line (LB), Each

local bit line has a local sense ampl ifier through which the data value on LB can be

transmitted to GB. The bit line structure is shown in Figure 37. In contrast, the standard

SRAM memory has a pair of complementary bit lines for 128 cells . During a read

operation, the shorter LB in WASRAM presents smaller capacitive load for an active cell

to produce sufficient voltage swing and better noise tolerance .
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Figure 37 Bit line structures for (a) WAceli (b) STDceli

An added property of the write-assist SRAM memory is self-timed, which means

the internal memory access timing is not controlled by the transition of address lines.

With the synchronous interface, the memory uses the rising edge of system clock for read

and write operations. On the rising edge of clock, the self-timed memory reads in the

control signals and executes appropriate action upon the request from peripheral

components. The 1024-word memory has the 10 ports described in Table 7.

Table 7 Write-Assist memory 110 ports

Signal/Bus Name Description

eLK Clock signal. Timing reference is made with respect to the rising
edge of clock.

RESET Memory reset signal. RESET is to initialize latched wordlines and
control signals inside the memory.

EN Chip enable.

WRENA [Read/write signal. WRENA is asserted high for a write operation
and low for a read operation.

ADDR [ 0 .. 9J Address bus input. 1024 words require 10-bit wide address bus.

DAT A IN[O .. 15J Input data bus.
-

DAT A_OUT [ 0 .. 15] Output data bus.

Write-assist SRAM cells require internal circuits to complete read/write

operations requested by microprocessors. The circuits include address decoders, write
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drivers and sense amplifiers. The address decoders are to decode the input address bus

and enable read/write access to a particular word in a memory. Write drivers forward

input data onto bit lines and write to WAcells. Sense amplifiers are used to transmit

values on bit lines to memory buses during a read operation. The following sections

describe read data paths, write data paths, decoders and control signals. In addition to

these memory circuitries, the charge pools, V p and VN, are further investigated.

5.2 Recycling Charge Pools

Chapter 3.6 has described the leakage behaviour ofN-leakers and P-leakers. With

the self-biased bitlines, the BL and FGND line reach an intermediate voltage value from

the contribution of leakage currents. This section will explore how to architecturally

construct the charge pools, VN and Vp , in a memory, and also how the charge pools

suppress and recycle the leakage currents to be further utilized.

5.2.1 VN Charge Pool

In the idle state, the N-leakers contribute leakage currents to BL, or specifically

LB in a WASRAM memory . Each LB is connected together through a park transistor

when the LB is idle. The linkage ofLB's for constructing the VN charge pool is shown in

Figure 38.

LB

•
16 bits ••

Vn LB

To other LB's

Park 0 Park#1

Figure 38 Charge pool VN built by linking LB's
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With the technique of leakage self-biased lines, the static voltage level orv, is

depended on the data distribution of the WAcells on the LB's. Figure 26 has shown the

leakage current contribution ofN-leakers. During a steady state, the total current through

Nl-leakers is the same as the total current through the NO-leakers. If the WAcells along

the BL's contain more 1' s than O's, the arrow on VN will shift rightward to VDD (l V), and

vice versa . Figure 39 shows the steady state VN at different percentage of data distribution.

VN is climbing upwards with increasing number of WAcell-l (towards O-percent of zeros) .

At the O-percent of zeros, all WAcells are storing 1' s, and the steady state VN is 0.15V. VN

does not get any higher due to the leakage phenomenon that ldg and ldb leakages are

holding down VN, as well as other leakage paths formed by the circuitries connecting to

LB's (VN) .

;>'
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Figure 39 Steady state Vp/VN versus the percentage of zeros

Consider the scenario that for an even distribution of l 's and O's , and the VN is

sitting at a voltage value higher than the steady state VN• The current through NO leaker

increases, but the leakage through N1 decreases. If the power consumption is measured

relative to the VDD supply, the current from VN to node Q of NO is considered as the power

already spent. At the same time, the smaller leakage from node Q ofN I implies less

current from the load transistor P2 in the WAcel!. Therefore, it is beneficial to have the

VN voltage level higher than the steady state VN value, and the leakage self-biased bitlines

exactly can achieve this goa!. If the previous cycle were to perform a write-lor read-l ,
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the L B would still be sitting at a high voltage value after the cycle. After the park signal

raises, the precharged or driven-l LB can pull up the V N, and as a result, the overall

leakage is decreased. Although vN valu e is going to diminish over a period of time

through NO leaker, the goal of leakage reduction has been achieved.

5.2.2 v- Charge Pool

FGND is acting as a GND node during a write operation to help pull down the QZ

node. If FGND is constantly pulled down to GND, the P1-Jeaker would produce a high

leakage current and consume power from VDD. To reduce the leakage power, FGN D lines

also adopt the technique of leakage self-biased bitlines. FGN0 is in the self-biased state

except during a write operation. By connecting a number of FGN0 lines together, the wire

capacitances and drain capacitances can accumulate charges and form the charge pool V p.

When the FGN D lines are floating with an even l 's and O's data distribution, the v; will

reach a steady state value ofO.89V in the TT process corner, and the current through PI

leaker is reduced by 6.14 x comparing clamped FGND lines. The linkage of FGND lines is

shown in Figure 40. The circuitry for generating wr_ ctrl is discussed in Chapter 5.6. 1.

FGND#1 FGND#2 FGND#16 Vdd

P3

•
•

6 Bits

•
o othe r Words

P3

••
16 Bits

•
••••

Vp

P3

•
•

16 Bits

•
Nsubsidy

To othe r Words

Figure 40 Charge pool V p built by linking FGND lines
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Because of the high steady state voltage level, the charge pool V p can act as a

voltage source with its high capacitance from the wires and the drain diffusions. To be

qualified as a voltage source, the capacitance of V p is optimum to be as large as possible

to minimize the voltage fluctuations. Therefore all FGN 0 lines in a memory are connected

together in order to let Vp become a high capacitive voltage source. The steady state of Vp

is also affected by the distribution of 1's and D's of WAcells, and the relationship is

shown by the red curve in Figure 39. In contrast to VN, Vp actually drops to low steady

state voltage at low percentage of zeros (high percentage of Qz= O) because of the

leakage path through the grounding transistors NGND. In the case of the data distribution

favouring D's, the voltage level orv, may be too low as a voltage source. Therefore a

subsidy transistor shown in Figure 40 is inserted between the V p and V DD to ensure that a

sufficient voltage level is always presented on V p. The gate of a subsidy transistor is V D0 ;

so the subsidization always kicks in whenever the Vp drops below (VD 0-VI)'

In this memory module, v; is mainly used as a voltage source to precharge bit

lines , and the schematics are shown in Chapter 5.3.1. However, this is merely an example

of how to utilize V p charge pool. Other applications of v , include but not limited to

acting as a V DD in a small logic section on a SoC device, or helping pull up long signal

lines.

5-3 Read Data Path

A read operation is initiated from a microprocessor that sends a read command

and targeted SRAM cell address to the memory. The memory decodes the address bus,

precharges the bit lines and enables a word of cells for reading operations as described in

Chapter 3.2. A read data path , illustrated in Figure 41, originates from a WAcell, and the

storage value in a WAcell is passed onto the local bit line (L B) through the access

transistor. The local sense amplifier decides to pull up or pull down the global bit line

(GB) depending on the data value on LB . The global sense amplifier then takes in GB data

passing onto the memory bus (MB).
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Figure 41 Read data path

5.3.1 Precharge Circuits

Before the read data process, LB, GB, and MB must be precharged. Precharging

bitlines is a common practice in SRAM design, because the access transistor is only

effective for discharging a bitline but not pulling up a bitline from GND. In order to

prevent accidental write-O instead of read-I , bit lines are precharged to VPRE to avoid

slow charging time when actually reading the data from a cell.

xggbpre

xg 1IiiiiiiiI~--j

+-- --.--4.. GB

- ......iIIiII xgz

'-----.-11-. LB

Cmb T
G'*'D

B

(a) (b)

Figure 42 Schematics for prccharging (a) GB and LB (b) MB

Figure 42 (a) is the schematic for precharging GB and LB. The vp is the charge

pool collected from P-Leakers and is 0.89V for an idle memory cell with 50%-50%

distribution of l's and O's. In order to recycle the leakage currents, bit lines, including MB,

GB, and L B, are precharged to VPRE that is relative to the voltage value on Vp . A NMOS

transistor used as a precharge transistor for GB is justified by its higher conductivity that

enables faster precharging process compared to the same size PMOS transistor. In
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addition, a NMOS precharging transistor prevents full voltage raised on LB, which is

desirable for SEIO-type SRAM, because the singled-ended sense amplifier (discuss in

5.3.2) needs a near ground voltage on LB to read a '0'. LB is precharged from GB

through a transmission gate that levels the voltage value on both bit lines. The limited

precharge voltage decreases the voltage swing on the bitlines and reduces the active

power and read access time. A typical value VPRE is 0.55V when VP is in the steady state

for TT case. MB is required to be precharged during a read operation as well and its

schematic is shown in Figure 42 (b). A NMOS precharge transistor is used as well for the

same reason as GB precharging.

In Figure 42, the control signals, xggb p re, xg, xg z, and mbpb, turn on the

precharge transistors during a precharge period as shown in Figure 43. The simulation is

using TT process corner with a clock period equals to lAns. Any other time, the

precharge paths are off, and the bit lines are left floating. This scheme is different from

the standard memory that always pulls up bit lines to VDD when the memory is idle. The

floating bit line structure can reduce the static power consumption compared to the

standard memory.
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Figure 43 Waveforms for illustrating precbarge controls and bitlines

vp is required to remain above a certain voltage level in order to precharge

bitlines above a sufficient voltage, VPRE_MIN. This VPRE_MIN value is determined by the

sense amplifier, and is OA5V (discussed in next section). Assuming the initial voltages of
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LB, GB, and MB for each data bit are the same, the voltage drop ofYP. without

subsidization, after precharging can be calculated using the following equation.

11 V vp _ ORO!' xCVI' =16 x (11 VI.B x C I.B + 11 V C;B X CGB + 11 V;\1B X CMS ) (5.1)

The most power hungry operating condition is consecutively read-O, in which all buses

are discharged to ground, and then in the next cycle all buses are charged to YPRE and

discharged again. Therefore, a subsidy transistor is required to restore the voltage level of

Vp in the extreme conditions, such as consecutively read-O for all 16 bits. Figure 44

illustrates the voltage swing on Vp under this extreme condition. as well as the GB signal

to show the YPRE.
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Figure 44 V p fluctuation during consecutive read-O with subsidization

During the subsidization, the P-leakers are still contributing leakage currents, but

just not as effective as a conducting subsidy transistor. If the V p is low , the leakage

current from P1-leaker increases and the leakage current through PO-Ieaker quickly

diminishes as shown in Figure 26. The difference in leakage currents through P-leaker

pair helps build up the Vp . If there are enough standby P-Ieaker pairs contributing to the

V p, the V p may just have enough leakages to maintain its voltage level for the next read

cycle, and the subsidy transistor can be removed.

One can estimate the memory size, or number of cells, required for sustaining the

voltage level of V p . In the most power-consuming condition, the average current passing
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through a subsidy transistor is 465JlA, and the average leakage current contribute by a

Pl-leaker is 6.48nA, and the average leakage current through PO-Ieaker is 0.068nA.

J
memory_size=2 x ( subSidy ) =145140bits =142Kb (5.2)

JI' I-lea ker - JPO- lea ker

The coefficient of2 is obtained assuming a 50%-50% distribution of 1's and D's; so a P

leaker pair can generate a current contribution of (lPI-leaker -IPO-leaker). By building a

memory module with 142Kbits, the memory can eliminate the subsidy transistor, because

the total leakage currents from P 1-leaker can sustain the Vp voltage level in the worst

power-demanding conditions.

The size of memory was calculated based on leakage current of a typical PMOS

transistor using the size and threshold voltage of the P3 transistor. In advanced CMOS

process technology, the layout of a transistor can affect transistor characteristics. One of

the important factors is the mechanical stress , which affects the threshold voltage of a

transistor based on the size of an active area. With a larger active area, the threshold

voltage decreases, and hence the leakage current increases. The details of how layout

affects the leakage behaviour is discussed in [24]. If the mechanical stress is taken into

account, the leakage currents of most WAcell transi stors are approximately doubled, and

the necessary memory size for sustaining precharge operations is 67Kbits [6] due to the

increased leakage current from P3.

Depending on the applications, the size of on-chip cache can easily be greater

than the memory size mentioned above. For example, Texas Instruments has a long list of

product lines, and depending on the product family, the sizes of caches on high

performance DSP processors can range from 32-112Kbytes for Ll cache and 128

2048Kbytes for L2 cache. Therefore the leakage harnessing ability of WASRAM

structure can further utilized in large caches to provide power for other on-chip logics.

5.3.2 Local Sense Amplifier

Since WAcell has only a single input/output port, the standard differential sense

amplifier cannot be adopted for a WAcell-structured memory. The single-ended sense
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amplifier from [4] is modified and tailored to WA-SRAM structure, and the schematic is

shown below.

LBSEN Vdd

GB

T
Cgb

Gto

IbazIba
N1

1
LB

rsel

prez 5F~-----9

Figure 45 Schematic for local sense amplifier

The local sense amplifier (LBSEN) has two control signals, one input data, and

one output data . Two control signal s include pre z and r s e l. Signal p rez is always

low to hold l b a to VDDexcept during the sensing stage. High l b a keeps lba z low and

prevents altering GB voltage level. During a sensing stage, prez and r se l are both high ,

and lba is pulled up or down by LB through the conducting transistor, N 1. The input

data , LB, is the bit line connecting to WAcells, and the voltage level of LB is determined

by the active WAcell's storage value. IfLB is VPRE (logic 1), the internal nodes of

LBSEN are unchanged, and OB stays at its precharged voltage. However, ifLBSEN is

sensing a '0 ' , then l ba z is going to be high as shown in Figure 46. Then N2 is on and

discharging OB to ground.
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Figure 46 Signal waveforms during read-O

The switching point of LBSEN is important for non-differential bit line structure,

because the output of the sense amplifier solely depends on the voltage level of a bit line.

When a bit line does not swing full rail from VDD to GND as in WASRAM design, it is

vital to rectify the LB input voltage. As shown in Figure 45, the inverter structure and the

feedback transistor P3 generate an inverted, digital voltage (OV or 1V) on lba z that

controls GB. The switching point is set by appropriate transistor sizing of the inverter and

P3. For a minimum sized P3 and an inverter with Wp=O.2~m and WN=O.12~m, the DC

analysis shows that the switching point is at 0.45V. But in a transient analysis with a

clock running at 714MHz (SS), the voltage on LB must be lower than O.15V to

successfully discharge OB in time.

5.3.3 Global Sense Amplifier

A second stage sense amplifier is required because of the partitioned bit line

structure used in this memory design. The global bit line is running through the whole

subblock and is connected to the outputs oflocal sense amplifiers. Since GB is initially

precharged to VPRE and does not have a complimentary bit line, the same sense amplifier

structure is adopted as the frontal part of a global sense amplifier (OBSEN) as shown in
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Figure 47 . The output of the first part of GBSEN is gba z , which is the inverted digital

voltage of GB and controls the charging (P4) and discharging (N2) transistors.

Vp

GBSEN Voo
Voo

Voo

r J1gsel
I MB

GB

gbaz f'gba

G 0

Figure 47 Schematic of global sense amplifier

The control signal gsel should be on after GB is determined by LBSEN. The

logic level of g b a z controls P4 and N2 transistors, which driv es MB to VDD or GN Dfrom

its initial VPRE . MB is final data bus inside the memory before outputting data to outside

Ie 's, and is shared by eight subblocks. The purpose of gse l z is to keep MB tri-stated

when the GBSEN is not active. In an inactive GBSEN, g b a z is low and gsel z is high.

So P5 and N2 are off, and as a result MB voltage level is not affected. An external latch is

needed to retain the value ofMB, and its schematic is shown in Figure 48. During a clock

pulse, MB can discharges QZ MB through the cascaded NMOS pull-down transistors to

write a 'I ' , or MB can drag down Q MB node to write a '0' to the external latch.

cue Pulse

Figure 48 Schematic for the MB latch
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5.4 Write Data Path

The write operation is usually faster than the read operation, because the write

driver has large transistors that actively drive the bit lines. A write operation is initiated

when the memory receives a write command, data on the write-data bus and a memory

address. The memory decodes the address and sets the values on the global bit lines in

one of the subblocks.

Vdd

data ,_.----1
NANDO

sb_wr 1_....,.---1

GNO

xg

GB

LB
Clb -'-

~

Figure 49 Write driver for each bit line

The schematic for write driver is shown above. A write driver is responsible for

driving the GB to the da t a value, and through the transmission gate, L B is driven as well.

The subblock write enable, sb wr, controls the transistor Nl, which keeps GB tri-stated

when subblock is not in the writing state. IfNI is conducting, then PI and N2 become a

strong inverter driving GB and LB. If writing a ' I ' , the current injected into WAcell

originates at the pull-up transistor PI through GB and LB. If writing a ' 0' , node Q is

pulled down by the discharging transistors N I and N2.

5.5 Decoder

A address decoding is on the critical path in a SRAM operation. The decoder in

asynchronous standard memory is a combinatorial logic circuit that decodes the address

lines to activate a single wordline in a memory. In this research project, a synchronous

type of write-assist memory is designed. The l024-word WA-memory has a IO-bit wide
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address bus, which is decoded through three stages of decoding structures. The divided

wordline decoding structure includes subblock and global predecoding, block-level

synchronous decoding, and local wordline decoding. The connections of these three

decoder stages are shown in Figure 50.

Sub-bloc k #1
128 Words
x 16 bits ocal

Decoding

Sub-block #2
128 Words
x 16 bits

LB
Syn. Blk.
Wordline

• •
LB

Global Wordline

RESET
nchronous

o cadin

Sub-block Select

elK - - - --- - - -------,

~):>----=' .=..::..;==-===--l

ADDR =L=r-- - ---- - - - - -'---- ----t----- - - - - - - ---

Global Predeccdm

Figure 50 Decoder stages from address bus to local wordlines

The first decoding stage is global predecoding, which is not synchronous with the

clock signal. The reason for this implementation will be explained later in this section.

The global predecoding reads in the 1O-bit wide address bus and uses strong AND-gates

to drive the long global wordlines and subblock select lines. In the synchronous decoding

stage, the subblock select is AND-ed with a clock pulse to create a rising pulse. The

rising clocked pulse and global wordlines together generate pulse inputs fed into the SR

latches, which drive block wordlines. The synchronized block word lines are further
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decoded to select a word in a subblock, and one of the local word lines (RW) is raised to

allow read-sensing or write operation.

This divided wordline technique can reduce the wire capacitance seen by a long

decoded signal to avoid long delay and high power consumption. By breaking down the

memory into subblocks, the decoding path delay can be reduced, but inevitably more

periphery circuitry is required for each subblock. Therefore, the size of each subblock is a

tradeoff between area and speed.

Although the decoded wire is shortened using the divided wordline technique, the

global wordline still suffers wire propagation delay. The delay is worse as the size of

memory grows. To overcome decoding delay , the technique of time borrowing is adopted

for this memory. Figure 51 shows the timing diagram for the decoding path . The address

bus must be stabilized for the decoding process TPG nanoseconds before the rising edge

of clock. TPG is the sum of predecoder set-up time and propagation delay time to the

block wordline latch. The global wordlines must be stable for the duration of hold time

requirement of the SR-latches. By using a synchronized second stage decoder, the

predecoder stage can be processed before the actual operation cycle . As a result, the time

for an operation cycle can be reduced by the global wordline propagation delay. In

addition, active block wordlines are returned to GND before the end of an operation cycle

to reduce effects of capacitive coupling, or crosstalk. Block wordlines are driven to GND

by a self-timed mechanism, which is a reset pulse feeding into the SR-latch.
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Figure 51 Waveforms for wordlines in each decoding stage

5.5.1 Global Predecoding Stage

The memory has a lO-bit address bus that is predecoded into global wordlines,

block select lines and subblock select lines. Figure 52 shows the schematic for a 2:4

decoder with EN signal. A 3-to-8 decoder used for subblock select lines is built in a

similar fashion except it uses a 3-input NAND gate structure. The EN signal is essential

as it provides a discharging path for the NAND gate structure, and the discharging path

only exists when EN is high.
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ADDR[O] ADDR[1] EN
Vdd Vdd Vdd
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Figure 52 2:4 decoder with EN signal

DA1[0]

The lO-bit address bus uses different types of decoders to generate global

wordlines that are categorized in Table 8 and used in later context.

Table 8 Global word lines generated through predecoder

Decoder Type Input Address Bits Decoded Output Names Description

2-stage 3:8 A DDR [ 7 .. 9J BLK_SEL[l .. 4J Block select lines
(two 2:4) SB_S EL[ l .. 8 J Subblock select lines

3:8 A DDR[4 .. 6J DBI T[0 .. 7J Decoded global word lines

2:4 A DDR [ 2 .. 3J DA2 [ 0 .. 3J Decoded global wordlines

2:4 A DDR [ 0 .. 1J DAI [ 0 .. 3 J Decoded global wordlines

5.5.2 Synchronous BlockJSubblock Decoding

All global decoded address wordlines, OBIT, OA l, and DA2 are synchronized

with a pulse generated by clock and SB SEL /BLK SEL. In this memory, Al [ 0 .. 3 ]

and A2 [ 0 .. 3 ] block wordlines are shared between two subblocks, and each subblock

has its designated BI T [ O.. 7 ] . The latch structure for Al wordline as well as its self

timed mechanism is shown in Figure 53. The self-timed technique is accomplished

through a four input OR gate , which detects one of the active A2 wordlines.
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Figure 53 Synchronous block wordline, AI[n], with self-timed mechanism

The latch for A2 block wordline uses almost the same structure except eLKS is

replaced by A1 POL, which is a pulse representing that one of A1 [0 .. 3] is high.

Therefore, A2 starts rising later than A 1. The sequential timing for A 1 and A2 is

important for providing sufficient pulse width for the next local decoding stage. It also

prevents the block wordlines from turning off too quickly and provides timing reference

for read pulse control signal explained in Chapter 5.6.2.

5.5.2.1 An Example of Buffer Optimization

For simplification, wire capacitances are omitted in the schematics, but

capacitance size is one of the most important factors determining the circuit performance.

In Figure 53, A1 [n] is running through the entire subblock, and the wire capacitance and

the input gate capacitance combine presenting a load for the buffer. The size of the buffer

must be optimized to achieve a reasonable rise time and fall time such that the delays can

be minimized. Figure 54 is the set up schematic for the buffer optimization. The wire

resistance and capacitance are extracted from Cadence layout in [6]. By setting

appropriate goals, HSPICE optimizer can automatically alter the transistor sizes and find

the optimum parameters that give the best results. Appendix A shows the HSPICE code

for the optimization process for the buffer of A 1 [n] .
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Figure 54 Buffer optimization for Al buffer

The optimization process is required for decoder wires and control signal wires,

because timings for those signals are critical for memory operations. The loads need to

change accordingly to simulate the actual memory circuit. Through HSPICE

optimizations, information of buffer sizes is provided for chip layout, and the layout

extraction provides more detailed characteristics of wires for optimization set up.

5-5-3 Local Decoding Stage

The last decoding stage takes I of 4 (AI), I of 4 (A2) and 1 of 8 (BIT) to select a

word in a 128-word block. The local wordline is essentially the RW signal for each

WAcell. There are eight BIT subblock wordlines that are used to select one of the eight

L B banks as shown previously in Figure 37. The schematic of a local decoder is shown in

Figure 55. The inverted BIT, BITZ , is generated in each bank that contains 16 words,

and the purpose of BI TZ is to provide a ground node to the 2-input NAND gate driven

by Al and A2 . Because only one word is activated at a time, the BIT Z signal can be

shared by all 16 local wordlines in a bank. To speed up the NAND gate switching time,

BI T Z must be GND earlier than Al and A2 . This is achieved by the fact that BI T has

much faster rising time compared to Al and A2 , because each BI T wordline only

connects one inverter (Figure 55) and one NAND-gate (Figure 60). In contrast, each

Al /A2 wordline connects to 64 NAND gates, which represents much higher capacitive

load.
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Figure 55 Local decoder generates the RW signal

5.6 Control Signals

Due to the bitlin e structure of the memory, two local sense amplifiers are

positioned every 32 words throughout a subblock as shown in Figure 37(a). In order to

control the operational timing of sense amplifiers, a read pulse (RP) for indicating a read

operation is required to trigger r s e 1 for the sense amplifier (Figure 45) . The structure of

WAcell also requires a control signal, write pulse (WP), for generating WAZ pul se during a

write operation. Lastly, the transmission gate needs a signal, transmission gate precharge

(XGPR E ) , to activate the data path between LB and GB for precharging, sensing and

writing. These three control signals are running through the subblock parallel to the block

wordlines and are shared between two subblocks.

5.6.1 Write Pulse and Write-Assist Pulse (WAZ)

The WP signal is generated from the memory input signal, WRENA. Because WP is

a long wire, it requires a strong buffer similar to the ones for block wordlines. The

schematic is shown in Figure 56. The purpose of WP is to trigger WA Z for aiding write -I

performance, Since WAZ pulse starts right after the RWpulse, WAZ uses RWnode as power

supply for a timing reference as shown in Figure 57. In addition, FGN D needs to be pulled

down to GND during a write operation, and therefore WP can trigger this pull-down action

as well.
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Figure 57 WAZ and FGND generation

5.6.2 Read Pulse and Sense Amplifier Controls

The RP signal is primarily used for the triggering RSEL that controls the pass gate

Nl in a local sense amplifier as shown in Figure 45 . The generation of RP is purely

combinatorial compared to previously discussed wordlines and control signals. The

schematic of RP generation is shown in Figure 58. During a read operation, Al is initially

high, and due to slower tum-on time ofA2, rse lr is high as well. As a result, RP is

high. After A2 P rises, RP drops back to ground. The on-time difference between Al and

A2 determines the pulse width of RP, and further affects the pulse width of RSEL.

Each bank in a subblock requires a RSEL signal to trigger all sixteen local sense

amplifiers (16 bits per word). As described in the decoder section, the BI T [ 0 .. 7]
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wordlines are responsible for choosing one of the banks. The RSEL inverter only flips

when BITZ is low. In addition, the local sense amplifier precharge signal, PREZ (active

low), is high when the bank is selected.

A2P
A1P

BI12

Veld Per Bank

RSEL

PREZ

Figure 58 RP generation using time difference between AlP and A2P

5.6.3 Precharge Control Signals

The transmission gate inside each write driver (Figure 49) is the bridge

connecting GB and LB, and is turned on during both read and write operations. The xg

and xgz control signals are triggered by XGP RE that is running in parallel to block

wordlines. Since the timing requirements of read and write operations are different, the

reset logic for the Sk-latch is more complicated to accommodate both operation

conditions. The schematic for XGPRE generation is shown in Figure 59. Because the

transmission gate has to be conducting initially for either precharging or providing a

write data path, the SZ input is simply a clocked block pulse. In a read operation, the

transmission gate should be off right after precharging. The self-reset path, prel o dly,

is high after precharging starts. Since wrdn is also high during a read operation, the latch

resets back to GND. In a write operation, the transmission gate requires longer on time for

driving the data into WAcells. The WP pulse (wpq is un-buffered version ofwp as shown

in Figure 56) determines the allowed time for a write operation, and once it is low,

XGPRE returns back to GND.
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Figure 59 XGPRE latch with self-reset logic

A transmission gate is located adjacent to each local sense amplifier and requires

the bank select , BIT [0 .. 7 ] for activating x g and xgz control signals shown in Figure

60. The control signals have to drive 16 transmission gates, as there are 16 bits per word .

During a read operation, GB is precharged from V» through transistor NpREGB shown in

Figure 61. The precharge control signal is xggbpre generated by XGPRE and subblock

write enable, sb wr.

ViN

XGPRE

SITZ

xg
I

~

LB~(15)..~
---u

I

Figure 60 Transmission gate control signals xg and xgz
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Figure 61 Precharging transistor control, xggbpre

5.6.4 Global Sense Amplifier Control Signals

GB[15]

The global sense amplifier requires three control signals, g sel, gselz and

mbpb, which were explained in Chapter 5.3.3. Each subblock has its own GBSEN arrays,

which is activated only if the subblock select line is on. The GBSEN becomes active after

the local sensing is completed, and that happens in the latter part of a read cycle. This

may lead to potential error with the time borrowing technique that forces the address bus

to change its value before the end of the current clock cycle. Therefore a small register

storing the reading status of a subblock is required. The schematic of sbread is shown

below.

CLKSB 1-&--- - --;

WRENAZ ,-.-- - --;

RESET I_P>--- - ....,

rpz

IO----i SZ

X>-----i RZ

Q

QZ f-----; )0--1... sbread

Figure 62 sbread retains the read status of a subblock

Figure 63 illustrates the schematic ofGBSEN control signals driver. The g s e l

signal is set when the sbread is high and rpb is falling back to GNO. The falling edge

pulse generator can delay the on-time of g s e l to allow local sensing process to be

completed before driving the memory data bus. The g s el z signal is an inverted gsel

enabling the data driver of MB (Figure 47). The mpbp signal is memory bus precharge

signal. The mbpb signal is high from the time that the subblock receives its read signal

(wre n a z ) until rp is high.
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Figure 63 GBSEN control signals driver

5.7 Conclusion

The presented memory design is a possible implementation using WASRAM cells.

An overview of a subblock containing each subcircuit is shown in Figure 64. The self

timed mechanism allows the memory to complete an operation without referring to the

address bus transition, and opens up the possibility of using the time borrowing technique

to achieve higher clock frequency. In this 1024-word memory, the operating clock is

714MHz in SS process comer. However, the clock speed will reduce if the size of

memory grows due to the propagation delay of wires.
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Chapter 6 Analysis of Standard and
"Write-Assist Memories

6.1 Introduction

The WASRAM memory (WAmem) implementation was presented in the last

chapter. To show the impacts of WAmem, a memory module using STDcell is

constructed for comparisons. In order to focus on the memory cell, the standard memory

module (STDmem) uses same the circuitries wherever applicable to minimize possible

operational differences introduced by the memory architecture. This chapter will first

briefly present the architecture of the STDmem and define the merits that are going to be

used later for judging the power consumption of a memory. Then the comparisons of

both dynamic and static powers between WAmem and STDmem are presented as well as

the observations of how the charge pools are built during memory operations.

6.2 Standard Memory Circuit

A 1024-word memory using STDcells is constructed for the comparison purpose.

The size and threshold voltage of each transistor in the STDcell was described in Table 4.

Because of the complementary bitlines structure, a differential sense amplifier is used for

the STDmem [21]. The differential sense amplifier can magnify the difference on the

complementary bitline pair, and for the purpose of noise margin, a minimum difference

of O.15V presented on the complementary bitline pair is required to qualify as a safe

voltage separation during a read operation. Figure 37(b) has already shown the bitline

structure of STDmem, which has 128 cells connected to a pair of bitlines. A complete

schematic including the precharge circuitry, differential sense amplifier, write driver and

STDcells is shown in Figure 65.

The decoder circuitry for STDmem is the same as WAmem, and that means the

STDmem also uses the self-timed mechanism and time borrowing technique introduced
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in Chapter 5.5. This approach allows us to focus on the comparisons of memory cells and

charge recycling without other possible architectural differences.

BL BLL

RW 1• .-----f-----1r--- - - - ----t-- - -+- -

•
•

128 Cel ls
•
•

sense I_>--+--~t---------___,

dvr~

Figure 65 Standard memory with precharge circuitry, write driver, and differential
sense amplifier

6.2.1 Read Data Path

The read access timing for STDmem is illustrated in Figure 66. A read operation

starts with a time-borrowing predecoding stage similar to WAmem. Then after the clock

rises, the block decoding and local decoding stages are executed to access the target cell.
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As RW rises, the STDcell can pull down one of the complementary bitlines, and the

sense amplifier can read the value presented by the bitline pair. A distinction of STDmem

from WAmem is the precharging period. In a STDmem, the bitlines are always clamped

to VDD, and therefore the precharging stops when a subblock is accessed, and starts again

aft er the reading from a cell is completed.

\ / read#2
I.-_--~.

RW

__-----JI eLK - read#1

Pre de code I \ /
Block decode '-- ---J

____---J/ \1.- _
~ ....JI Sense \~ _

\~ ----,IPrecharge\L-__

Figure 66 Timing diagram of a read operation for STDmem

The schematics for generating r d prez, wrpr e z and s e n s e are shown in

Figure 67. There are two control signals for precharging the complementary bitlines,

r dpr e z and wrprez. During a read operation, the voltage swing is kept minimum, just

allowing the differential sense amplifiers to read the stored data. Therefore the

precharging circuit is not required to inject a lot of current to restore the bitlines back to

VDD. SO only the precharge transistors controlled by rdprez are going to carry out the

precharging process. The signal waveforms for a read-l operation are shown in Figure 68.

The sense signal controls when the differential sense amplifier is going to read the

bitlines. After the node SENQ is stabilized, the final tri-state data driver is going to output

the read value onto the memory bus. The tri-state data driver and its control signals are

shown in Figure 70.
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6.2.2 Write Data Path

The timing diagram for write operations is similar to Figure I 1 except STDmem

does not have the WAZ signal. The write driver was shown at the bottom of Figure 65, the

two NMOS transistors controlled by dvr and d vr z. Because the bitlines are always

precharged to VDD when idle, the write driver is only required to discharge one of the

bitlines during a write operation. The schematics of control signals, dvr and dvrz, are

shown in Figure 70, and Figure 71 illustrates the signals waveforms for a write- I

operation. Because one of the long capacitive bitlines experienced a full rail-to-rail

voltage swing, both the precharge controls are low to provide a stronger pull-up. So the

bitlines can be brought back to V DD and be ready for the next operation.
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Figure 71 Signal waveforms for a write-I operation in STDmem

6.3 Power Comparisons

Since the implementation of WAmem is to reduce the leakage and explore the

possibility of recycling leakage charges, the comparison between WAmem and STDmem

will be focusing on the power consumptions. The dynamic power of a memory includes

the decoder lines and logics, the control lines and logics, the sense amplifiers, and bitline

switching power. To accurately compare the memory cells, only the power consumptions

of bitline switching and sense amplifiers are going to be compared, and in the following
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context, the power figures are in the unit of "Watts per bitline". The static power is the

total power contributed by the leakage of the idle cells and the sense amplifiers.

In ordinary HSPICE simulations, the power is measured as the total power

dissipation in all passive and active devices. Therefore charges stored in a capacitance do

not count as power consumption even though the charges have already gone away from

the power supply. In our comparisons, the power consumption is calculated by the

amount of current supplied by the power supply, VDD. This method enables the charge

pool V p to demonstrate the feature of leakage recycling; otherwise the total power

dissipated by the transistors are all the same with or without the technique of charge

recycling. In addition, the results of the following HSPICE simulations are obtained using

IT process corner at 110°C with the clock frequency at 714MHz.

6.3.1 Static Power

The static power consumption has become dominant in the advanced CMOS

process technology. The static power is especially important in mobile devices where the

battery life is limited. This section will investigate and compare the standby leakages of

memory cells in the WAmem and STDmem.

The cell-level leakage behaviours of STDcell and WAcell were described in

Chapter 2.2 and Chapter 3.6. The STDcell always leaks maximally no matter storing a 'I'

or '0'. In contrast, WAmem uses the technique of leakage self-biased bitlines such that

the leakage currents through the access transistor N3 and the write-assist transistor P3 are

self-adjusted to minimum by building equilibrium voltages on the LB and FGND lines.

The voltage levels of charge pool VN and V p are depending on the percentage of I 's and

O's, and Figure 39 has illustrated the effects of data value distribution on the charge pools.

Because Vp is responsible for precharging LB, GB, and MB during a read operation, a

subsidy transistor is added to keep V p above a certain voltage level to facilitate a safe read.

The effects of the subsidy transistor on the charge pools V p and VN are shown in Figure

72. With help from the subsidy transistor, Vp is kept above 0.74V in the worst data

distribution condition. The 0.26V difference between V p and V 0 0 is approximately the

threshold voltage of the subsidy transistor. In addition to the pull-up in Vp, VN is slightly
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higher compared to Figure 39, because the leakage current passes through the precharge

transistors from Vp to GB, and then to LB.
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Figure 72 V p and VN voltage levels witb a subsidy transistor

Leakage power is measured by simulating an idle memory module. In order to

obtain the per bitline leakage power, the total standby power must subtract the leakages

contributed by the control circuitries and decoders. Therefore, a simulation run with only

the control circuitries and decoder logics is performed to obtain its leakage contributions.

The bitline leakage powers of WAmem and STDmem are shown in Figure 73. The per

bitline leakage for STDmem is 35.8nW regardless of the data distribution, because

STDcell has a symmetric structure and leaks equally whether storing a '1' or '0 ' . The

WAmem has much less leakage power. Without the subsidy transistor, the leakage power

is proportional to the number of WAcell-O's, which has been demonstrated that it leaks

more than WAcell-l ' s. The maximum per bitline leakage power is 9.06n W for a memory

without subsidization. With the subsidy transistor, Vp is pulled up through the

subsidization, and that affects the leakage behaviour of WAmem when the data

distribution favours O's. The per-bit leakage power is reduced, because the pull-up V p

decreases the leakage currents from Pl-Ieakers. The highest leakage power with

subsidization is 9.07n W occurred when all WAcells store ' 0' (QZ=l).

WAmem presents a much smaller leakage power compared to STDmem. Table 1

in Chapter 3.6 has shown leakage reduction using self-biased bitline techniques, and

Table 5 and Table 6 in Chapter 4.5 have shown that WAcells with clamped bitlines leaks
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36% of STDcells. With complex signal connections inside the WAmem, WAmem with

the self-biased bitline structure leaks 25% of STDmem. In addition to the leakage

reduction, WAmem is capable of recycling the leakages for further uses as discussed in

the previous chapters.
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Figure 73 Leakage power of WAmem and STDmem

Effects of leakage reduction for employing WAmem on a SoC application can be

further investigated. Assuming the following conditions: the leakage power is 50% of

total power consumption; SRAM contributes 80% of leakage power; the SoC application

uses this 16-bit l k-word WAmem in which the cell leakage is 60% of total SRAM

leakage (there are other leakages, eg: controls/decoder leakages.). Under the above

circumstance, a SoC application using WAmem module that has 75% leakage reduction

compared to STDmem module can achieve a chip power reduction of 18%.

6.3.2 Dynamic Power

This section will compare the dynamic power of STDmem and WAmem during a

memory operation cycle. The power figure presented in this section only includes the

dynamic power consumed by the active memory cell and the write driver. The switching

power of the control signals and decoders are excluded. A memory still requires the

control signals and decoder logics whether there are l-bit per word, or 16-bit per word. In

order to obtain this per bitline dynamic power, the memory undergoes an active cycle
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with only l-bit per word. Then the memory is simulated with 16-bit per word. The power

difference between the two is divided by 15, which is the per bitline power for an

operation cycle.

6.3.2.1 Read Active Power

The structural difference of the memory cells in WAmem and STDmem causes

different characteristics in dynamic power consumption. The symmetric structured

STDcell has an equal performance and power consumption between read-O and read-I .

One of the complementary bitline pairs is pulled down to enable the differential sense

amplifier to read the stored data. The read process eventually consumes the same power

until the point where the single-input tri-state data driver outputs the read value onto the

memory bus. In the case of WAmem, the power consumption of a read operation depends

on the stored value and the current voltage level on LB, GB, and MB. As discussed in

Chapter 3.3.2.1, the consecutive read-l operation consumes less power than consecutive

read-O operation, because GB do not have to be precharged again in a read-l operation as

they are already at the VPRE from the last read-l cycle.

Figure 74 illustrates the per bit active power for STDmem and WAmem.

STDmem consumes 151lW per bit for a read operation. The very slight power variation

between read-O and read-l in STDmem is due to the asymmetry between SENQ and

SENQZ at the final tri-state data driver. WAmem exhibits more power variations

depending on the situation. If GB is high from the previous read-l operation or write-l

operation, the current read cycle does not have to precharge the GB. Therefore the power

figure for GB=l in either read-O or read-l is less than STDmem. A general trend in

WAmem is that read-O consumes more power than read-l , which is caused by the

switching power in the local sense amplifier and the global sense amplifier while reading

a '0'. Consequently the worst power-draining condition for WAmem is a read-O

operation with GB=O and is 36.7IlW. The GB= O can be caused by the previous read-O or

write-O cycle, and therefore the LB, GB, and MB must be precharged for the read cycle.
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Figure 74 Dynamic power of a read for WAmem and STDmem

6.3.2.2 Write Active Power

The write dynamic power includes switching power of the write driver control,

GB and LB voltage swings, and the cell switching power. The occurrence of cell

switching power depends on the intended write value and the storage value in a cell.

Therefore, the write operations are split into write-O and write-I, and each of them is

further sub-divided to include the cell non-flip and flip case. In addition, during a write- l

operation, the initial condition of the GB affects the dynamic power consumption. IfGB is

initially at GND, the write-driver has to pull up the GB to VDD to effectively write a ' 1'

into the cell. The voltage swing on GB contributes to the total dynamic power.

The power measurement for the STDmem is identical in both write-O and write-l

case due to the symmetric cell structure. During a write, one of the complementary

bitlines must be discharged to GND, and restored back to VDD after the write is completed.

Because the bitline is long in STDmem, the rail-to-rail voltage swing contributes

significantly to the active power. If a cell flipping occurs, the cell switching power is

added on top of the bitline switching power.

Figure 75 shows the dynamic power consumption of WAmem and STDmem.

STDmem has relatively constant power consumption, because the bitline switching

power dominates the total dynamic power and always present in all four cases. The

average active power consumption per bit for STDmem is 53JlW. The same reasoning

also applies to the WAmem. In the situation ofGB=O, the write-l operations consume the
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most power because the switching power of GB and LB dominates the total dynamic

power. If a write-l includes the cell flipping, the cell switching power contributes to the

dynamic power as well. As a result, the worst operating condition is to write a ' 1' and flip

a cell with the initial GB=O, and it consumes 48f.lW of power. In contrast, if the initial GB

is already ' 1' , then only the small capacitive LB has to be driven during a write-l , which

consumes less power than driving the GB.

The dynamic power of write-l operations depends heavily on the transition of GB,

but this is not the case for write-O operations. In a write-O operation, the initial voltage of

GB is indifferent to the dynamic power, because the write driver is only responsible to

discharge the GB and LB to GND. As defined in the beginning of Chapter 6.3, the power

is measured relative to VDD, and once the current leaves VDD node, it is deemed as the

power consumed. Therefore, the dynamic power ofwrite-O is relatively small compared

to STDmem and the write-l operations in WAmem. However, after a write-O operation,

the GB is going to be at GND, which increases the power consumption for the following

operations, such as read and write-l operations.
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Figure 75 Dynamic power of a write for WAmem and STDmem

Since GB has much higher capacitance, the switching power of GB dominates the

dynamic power of WAmem. However it is also worthwhile to investigate how the

operations affect the voltage level of LB. During an idle cycle, a LBjoins the VN charge

pool and is held at a steady voltage. Once a memory cycle begins, the LB is driven to a
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voltage value, VDD, VPRE or GND, depending on the situation. After the memory cycle,

the charges on LB contribute to the VN charge pool. Figure 76 illustrates how VN rises in a

situation that the write-I is consecutively executed. The benefit of how higher vN helps to

reduce the leakage contributed by N l-Ieakers was discussed in Chapter 5.2.1. In a

dynamic condition, higher VN also helps to reduce the dynamic power, because LB is

already at a non- GND voltage level, or even 0.3V as shown in the waveform, which

decreases the amount of power that has to be spent during a read-precharge or a write-I.
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Figure 76 VN rises during consecutive write-l

6.3.2.3 Summary of Dynamic Power

A summary of the dynamic power for STDmem and WAmem is shown in Table 9.

Consider a hypothetical scenario that a memory has a 50%-50% distribution of l 's and

O's, and the numbers ofread and write operations are 50% each as well. The chance of

flipping a cell is also 50%. The average dynamic power per bit per operation for WAmem

is 20~W, and for STDmem, it is 34.3~W, which is 1.7 X higher.

In a more realistic situation, a memory cache usually has more O's than 1' s, and

the read operations happen more often than write operations. If the data distribution is

60%-40%, and there are twice the number of read operations than write operations, the

average dynamic power per bit per operation for WAmem is 221lW, and for STDmem, it

is 2811W. The difference is decreased, because STDmem has better dynamic power in

read operations, which take heavier weight in the above scenario. In addition, WAmem

has better dynamic power consumption for reading a ' 1' than reading a ' 0' . If WAmem

can be adjusted such that it stores inverted values, the average power per bit per operation

is I8.5~W, which is 66% of the STDmem's.
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Table 9 Summary of dynamic power for STDmem and WArnem (unit:flW)

STDmem WAmem

GB = 0 GB = 1

RO 15.9 36.7 11.2

Rl 14.5 31.7 4.5

WO 51.2 4.1 6.5

WI 52.4 43.9 14.1

WO (flip) 54.5 6.9 9.1

Wl (flip) 55.5 47.9 20.6

6.4 Conclusion

The design of the comparison memory, STDmem, is presented in this chapter.

The two memory modules, WAmem and STDmem, are compared in terms of static

power and dynam ic power at an operating frequency of714MHz and TT process comers.

In the static situation, the static power of WArnem is 20% of STDmem's. Furthermore,

the dynamic power per bitline of WAmern is 58% of STDmem's in a half-split operation

condition. If a more realistic situation is applied, the dynamic power of WAmem with

inverted storage values is 66% of the STDmem's.
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Chapter 7 Conclusion

7.1 Future Works

This thesis presents the first iteration of the memory design using WAcells in

90nm CMOS technology. Through the development process, critical components are

identified, and the improvements in memory performance are possible.

7.1.1 WAcell Layout

The physical dimension of WAcell is critical in a memory design since it

determines the length of global , block, and local wordlines. In this memory module, the

rise and fall time of block decoder lines are long due to the wide subblock. Because both

wire resistance and capacitance are directly proportional with wire length, the wire RC

delay is quadratically proportional with wire length. Therefore, it is disadvantageous

having lengthy block wordlines, but short local wordlines. The lengths of word lines are

depending on the physical size of WAcells. If the layout of a WAceJl has a narrower

width and a taller height, the length of block wordlines is going to decrease while the

length of local word lines is going to increase. The RC delay of the long block wordlines

can be reduced in exchange of sacrificing a bit of local wordline delay. In addition to

faster decoder lines , the bitline length can also be decreased yielding a faster read/write

performance, Consequently, the overall performance of the memory can be improved.

7.1.2 Reference Bitline Structure

In this WAmem structure, a short local bitline connecting to only 16 cells is used

to minimize the total capacitances of the wire and drain diffusions, which is essential for

the SElO-type WAcell to have a full voltage swing during a read operation. However,

this architecture causes that some control signals have to run parallel to the subblock and

feed into the local sense amplifier block. The switching powers of these control wires are
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a significant part of the total power consumption. Furthermore, the large voltage swing

on the GB and LB during a read operation contributes to the total dynamic power.

In order to eliminate these control signals running through the entire subblock, a

technique of charge splitting similar to [22] can be used to make the differential sensing

possible for SEIO-type SRAM cells . The schematic of the bitline structure for WAcell is

shown in Figure 77. In a read cycle, the precharge signal will first precharge the bitline,

and discharge the reference bitline. Then an equalization phase is taken place such that

the bitline and reference bitlines are held at V pl2. Then during the evaluate phase, the

WAcell will pull up or down the bitline depending on the stored value. The difference on

the bitline pairs enables the differential sense amplifier to finish the read operation.
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Figure 77 The bitline charge splitting technique for SEIO-type memory cell

Although sounded promising, there are some potential design challenges for the

reference bitline structure. First, the differential sense amplifier presented in Chapter 6.2

is required to make adjustment to accommodate that VPRE = Vp/2. For example, the

PMOS access transistors for SENQ and SENQZ may need to be replaced by NMOS

transistors because of much lower VPRE. Secondly, the pull-up strength for a WAcell is

weak, and therefore, the design challenge is to guarantee a sufficient pull-up voltage
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during a read-I. Last but not least, in a situation that the active cell is a WAcell-l , but

other leaking cells are WAcell-O, the active WAcell-l must overpower the 127 NO

leakers, and generate enough voltage difference between the bitline and the reference

bitline for the differential sense amplifier.

This bitline structure provides a possibility for the singled-ended WAceJl to have

a long bitline and prevent the control wires running through the subblock. Hence the

switching power of control signals can be significantly reduced. In addition to the control

signals, the voltage swing on the bitline can be minimized to save the dynamic power

during read operations.

7.2 Summary and Conclusions

In the deep submicron CMOS technology, the reduction of leakage currents has

become one of the top design considerations. Conventional 6T SRAM cells have the

advantage of fast performance due to the complimentary bitlines, but always leak

maximally indifferent from the storage data. Variations ofSRAM cells have been

proposed to reduce the leakage currents, such as dual-F, asymmetric cell, and auto

backgate-controJled MT-CMOS. On the system circuit level, techniques like sleep

transistor insertion and leakage self-biased bitlines suggest the possibility of further

leakage reductions. Although these techniques can reduce static power, they do not utilize

the leakage currents for circuit operations.

In this thesis, a single-ended input/output 6T SRAM cell with write-assist feature

is presented. It can reduce both dynamic and static power consumption while providing

the possibility of recycling the leakage currents. The power-saving WASRAM cell can be

used independently with other leakage reduction techniques. In fact, the WASRAM

memory implementation has combined some of the leakage reduction techniques, both

the cell level and system circuit level.

With an additional write-assist PMOS transistor, the WASRAM cell has solved

the common design challenge encountered by SEIO-type SRAM cells. The circuit

characteristics of WASRAM cell are simulated in different memory operations, and the

effects of the transistor strengths inside a cell are investigated. By comparing different
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combinations of transistor sizing and threshold voltages, a balanced WASRAM cell is

presented. Comparing to the standard SRAM cell, the WASRAM cell has better overall

stability of 1.7 X and leakage reduction of2.8x with clamped bitlines.

A complete WASRAM memory design including sense amplifiers, decoder logics,

precharging circuitry and write drivers is included in this thesis. The memory module is

designed to operate at 7l4MHz in the SS process corner. A standard memory running at

714MHz is also designed as a comparing reference. The WAmem has better dynamic

power consumption by 1.7 X than the STDmem. In terms of the static power, the

WAmem has a leakage reduction of 4 X better than the STDmem.

The WASRAM cell has better leakage reduction when storing a '1' than a ' 0' ,

and furthermore, the read dynamic power is favoring' 1' . Therefore in a memory like

cache where O's is more than 1's, the WAmem is suggested to store the inverted data to

enhance its power figures .

The WAmem using the leakage self-biased bitline technique creates two charge

pools, VN and vp • The charges on VN are accumulated through the leftover charges by

write-l and read-l operations, and the leakage through the access transistors. The raised

VN voltage level can effectively decrease the leakage currents from the access transistors.

The Vp charge pool is built by the leakages contributed from the write-assist transistors,

and because of its high steady state value , the charges on Vp can be recycled and used as

a power source to precharge bitlines. A subsidy transistor is added to ensure the voltage

of Vp is above a safe-read level. If enough leakages can be collected from the access

transistors, the subsidy transistor can be removed from the memory circuit. Assuming a

50%-50 % distribution of I ' s and O's, if the memory is larger than 142Kbits, a self

sustained precharging process is possible. Furthermore, by taking into account the effect

of mechanical stress, the memory is only required to be larger than 67Kbits to sustain

consecutive precharging process at 714MHz clock.
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Appendices

Appendix A - Buffer Optimization in HSPICE

" Parameters and Models
..._--~---------------_._....------
.include ~/hsp ice/cmosp90/ i nc li b/ct_ss .i nc

.options brief

.param pwr=l.O
vdd vdd gnd dc pwr
.global vdd

• Contains the wire capaotance
·include 'Iensclgrad11cyting/hspicel cmosp901common/layoutRC.inc'

·--- ---- -_. __ .._---------- - ------

, Suborcuits

Optimization Target
.subckt bufl in out outz
+wn1bufl= '2*Abx# ' wp1bufl= '4*Abx# ' wn2buf1= '8*Abx# ' wp2buf1= '16*Abx#'

xl outz in vdd ptsvt w=wp1bufl
x2 outz in gnd nt.svt w=wnlbuf1
x3 out outz vdd pt_svt w=wp2bufl
x4 out outz gnd ntsvt w=wn2bufl

.ends

• NOR gate
.subckt norD a b outz

xl u1 b vdd ptcd_svt w= 'Abx#'
x2 outz a ul ptcs_svt w='Abx#'
x3 outz a gnd ntsvt w= 'l.O*Abx#'
x4 outz b gnd nt_svt w= 'l.O *Abx# '

.ends

• NANDgate for sr latch
.subckt nandO a b outz

xl outz a vdd ptsvt w='Abx#'
x2 outz b vdd pt_svt w='Abx#'
x3 outz a ul ntcs_svt w='l.O*Abx# '
x4 ul b gnd ntcd_svt w='l.O*Abx#'

.ends

> SRNAND Latch
.subckt srnand rz sz q qz

xl q rz qz nandO
x2 sz qz q nandO

.ends

.... .: :.. ».:... :..» ...,. * ... Loads 1<" • ....****.=--... ~ .~::,,: ...
• W,reLoad
.subckt wireload in out
+ rO= 1 cO=O.OOlf

rl in out rO
c1 in gnd 'cO/2'
c2 out gnd 'cO/2'

.ends
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for rwand load
.subckt alload in

xl gnd in gnd ntsvt w= 'l *Abx#'
x2 vdd in vdd pCsvt w='1.S*Abx#'

.ends

• Main Circuit

• Contain the StImuli including CLKS, DA[n], A2P, RESET,
·indude 'Iensc/gradl/cyting/hspice/cmosp90/common/StimulusMem.inc'

• SRNAND setup
xla c1kb dal sellz nandD
xlb a2p res riz norD
xi rlz sellz all allz srnand

• Devrc under Test
xAl all altmp albufz bufnow
+ wnlbuf1='wnlopt*Abx#' wplbufl='wplopt*Abx#'
+ wn2buf1='wn2opt*Abx#' wp2buf1='wp2opt*Abx#'

.. ... ..... . . ...... .. -* Loads ....... "' . *....
• cap and Resistance of Al.
xcal altmp al wireload rO=Ral CO=Cal
• Input gate load
xalload al alload m=64

Optimization setup

.option relv= le-4 relvar= Le-2

.option post = I

.param wnlopt=optrange(2,1,4)

.param wplopt=optrange(6,2,12)

.param wn2opt=optrange(8,4,20)

.param wp2opt=optrange(24,8,40)

Transient Measurements

.tran Sps 2ns start=Ons
+SWEEP OPTIMIZE = optrange
+RESULTS=tr_al,tCal MODEL=optmod

VAL='pwr*O.l 'R1SE=l
VAL='pwr*O.9' R1SE=l

• GOALS
.measure tr_al
+ TRIG v(al)
+ TARG v(al)
+ GOAL = 2S0ps
.measure tCal
+ TRIG v(al)
+ TARG veal)
+ GOAL = 2S0ps

VAL='pwr*O.9' FALL=l
VAL='pwr*O.l' FALL=l

.model optmod opt itropt=30

.measure width_nl param='wnlopt'

.meas tran avg-pwr avg power

.end
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